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ABSTRACT 
The focus of this thesis is to mitigate the very large peak-to-average 
transmit power ratios (PAPRs) inherent to conventional orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems, particularly in the 
context of transmission over multi-input multi-output (MIMO) wire-
less broadband channels. This problem is important as a large PAPR 
generally needs an expensive radio frequency (RF) power amplifier at 
the transmitter due to the requirement for linear operation over a wide 
amplitude range and such a cost would be compounded when multi-
ple transmit antennas are used. Advanced signal processing techniques 
which can reduce PAPR whilst retain the integrity of digital transmis-
sion therefore have considerable potential for application in emergent 
MIMO-OFDM wireless systems and form the technical contributions 
of this study. A literature review of key schemes for the mitigation of 
PAPR in single-input single-output (SISO) OFDM is provided together 
with comparative simulations based upon the complementary cumula-
tive density function (CCDF). A discussion of the computational com-
plexities of the schemes is also given. The selective mapping (SLM) 
technique is thereby identified as the preferred approach to overcome 
PAPR as it introduces no signal distortion. The SLM technique is then 
ii 
Abstract iii 
used for overcoming the PAPR problem in quasi-orthogonal space-time 
block coded (QO-STBC) MIMO-OFDM systems with four transmit 
antennas. Simulation studies based on the CCDF confirm the utility of 
the method. A combined concurrent SLM and closed-loop QOSTBC 
approach is then proposed for mitigating PAPR in MIMO-OFDM sys-
tems and its performance is verified by CCDF simulations. Practical 
issues within the feedback necessary for the closed-loop realization are 
also discussed. Exploitation of techniques based on cross-antenna ro-
tation and inversion (CARI) are then studied in the context of closed-
loop QO-STBC MIMO-OFDM systems. In particular, three methods 
are examined, successive suboptimal (SS) CARI, random suboptimal 
(RS) CARI and a new approach, scrambling and CARI. These tech-
niques are again compared in terms of CCDF simulations and the novel 
scrambling and CARI method yields the best performance. Finally, 
SLM-based PAPR mitigation is proposed for the first time for use in 
the context of broadband multi-hop MIMO-OFDM systems. The need 
to use the SLM-based scheme both in the source and relay nodes is 
studied. Performance evaluations both in terms of CCDF and end-to-
end bit error rate are presented. 
Keywords: peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM), selective mapping (SLM), cumulative 
complementary distribution functions (CCDFs), side information (SI), 
quasi-orthogonal space-time block coded (QO-STBC), multi-input multi-
output (MIMO). 
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STATEMENT OF 
ORIGINALITY 
The contributions of this thesis are concerned with peak-to-average 
power ratio mitigation in multiple transmit antenna based wireless com-
munication systems with particular emphasis on systems which exploit 
space-time block codes and collaborative relay networks. The contri-
butions are supported by three published conference papers, one sub-
mitted conference paper and one submitted journal paper. The contri-
butions can be summarized as follows: 
In Chapter 4, a study of a PAPR reduction scheme for quasi-
orthogonal space-time block-coded (QO-STBC) multi-input multi-output 
(MIMO) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems 
based on selective mapping (SLM) is presented. The reduction tech-
nique is focused upon combining the PAPRs of the transmission blocks 
from four antennas and exploits the associated antenna diversity gain 
to mitigate errors in the transmission of the side information (SI) nec-
essary for SLM. The results have been published in: 
• F. S. Alharbi and J. A. Chambers, "Peak-to-average power ratio 
mitigation in quasi-orthogonal space time block coded MIM 0-
vi 
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OFDM systems using selective mapping", Proceeding of Anten-
nas and Propagation Conference, LAPC 2008, Loughborough, 
pp.157-160,2008. 
Chapter 5, builds upon the results of Chapter 4 by practically choos-
ing the feedback angles in closed-loop QO-STBC together with the 
appropriate sequences within the SLM scheme. The number of bits 
needed to represent the feedback phase angles is reduced by exploit-
ing the correlation across frequencies of the required rotation angles. 
Two symbols within the OFDM frame are either used for transmitting 
selected mapping SI or for PAPR mitigation, thereby retaining the di-
versity gain of the multiple antennas whilst being able to perform the 
PAPR mitigation. The results have been published in: 
• F. S. Alharbi and J. A. Chambers, "A combined SLM and closed-
loop QO-STBC for PAPR mitigation in MIMO-OFDM transmis-
sion", EUSlPCO 2008-16th European Signal Processing Confer-
ence, Lausanne, Switzerland, 2008. 
The work in Chapter 6 is an extension to a technique called succes-
sive suboptimal cross-antenna rotation and inversion (SS-CARl) and 
random suboptimal (RS) CARl for the reduction of PAPR for STBC 
MlMO-OFDM. In SS-CARl, the input OFDM frame is partitioned 
into M subblocks of equal size, then subblockwise rotations and in-
versions across two antennas are performed. Starting from the first 
subblock, four different OFDM sequence sets are formed where all the 
other subblocks remain unchanged, then the sequence set which yields 
STATEMENT OF ORIGINALITY viii 
the minimum maximum (minimax) PAPR is selected and by doing 
this for all M subblocks successively the resulting PAPR shows better 
performance and similar complexity compared with the minimax SLM 
scheme. While in RS-CARI the sequences for each of the M subblocks 
are chosen randomly from amongst those used in SS-CARI, for a pre-
scribed number of times P, and the symbol with the minimax PAPR 
performance is then selected for transmission. In this chapter, the 
application of the CARl scheme with closed loop QO-STBCs is investi-
gated. In particular, the complexity of the CARl scheme is reduced by 
only considering four permutations per subblock in the context of four 
antennas. This consideration is also applied to the suboptimal scheme 
and provided a lower amount of SI while maintaining a similar level of 
complexity with the STBC MIMO-OFDM transmission. Furthermore, 
a novel algorithm called scrambling and CARI scheme is presented. It 
has achieved further reduction in PAPR performance than the SS and 
RS-CARI schemes. The results have been published and submitted 
respectively in: 
• F. S. Alharbi and J. A. Chambers, "PAPR mitigation in closed-
loop QO-STBCs using the cross-antenna rotation and inversion 
scheme" ,8th International Conference on Mathematical in Signal 
Processing, Cirencester, UK, 2008 . 
• F. S. Alharbi and J. A. Chambers, "A new scrambled SS-CARI 
scheme for PAPR mitigation in closed-loop QO-STBC-MIMO-
OFDM systems", submitted to the Hindawi Advances in Signal 
Processing journal, March, 2009. 
STATEMENT OF ORIGINALITY ix 
In Chapter 7, the SLM scheme is studied to reduce the PAPR 
of OFDM transmission over cooperative networks with one source, 
one/two intermediate stagers) and one destination. The study presents 
a comparison between applying the SLM scheme only on the source 
node and on both the source node and the intermediate stages and the 
effects on SI relative to the number of stages. Moreover, a simulation 
which shows the degradation in end-to-end bit error rate along with SI 
detection is presented. The results have been submitted to: 
• F. S. Alharbi and J. A. Chambers, "A study of SLM PAPR mit-
igation in a broad band multi-hop network", submitted to the 
17th European Signal Processing Conference, Glasgow, Scotland, 
March, 2009. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The amplitude fluctuations of a signal are commonly quantified by 
a scalar parameter called peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). This 
quantity is defined as the ratio of the peak power relative to its mean 
value. For a continuous-time signal s(t) defined over [0, T], its PAPR, 
is given by: 
max Is(t)12 
F AF R( (t)) = F max = tE[O,Tj 
S Fav --=E::""{;-'-I s (=t )"""12}'- (1.0.1) 
where max and E{-} denote respectively the maximum value and sta-
tistical expectation operator. 
Figure 1.1 illustrates examples of signals having relatively high (15.38 
dB) and low (6.68 dB) PAPR. At transmitters within wireless com-
munication systems, RF power amplifiers (PAs) and digital-to-analog 
converters (DACs) are power limited and only perform effectively when 
signals passed through them are within their dynamic range (linear re-
gion). To accommodate high PAPR signals, these devices must have a 
large range of dynamic linearity which can result in the need for expen-
sive devices and higher power consumption (low efficiency). Otherwise, 
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Figure 1.1. (a): Signal with a relatively high PAPR (15.38 dB). (b): 
and with a relatively low PAPR (6.68 dB) quantity. 
they are then forced to operate in a non-linear region creating in-band 
distortion which induces increased bit-error rate (BER) within the in-
band transmission and out-of-band noise which causes adjacent channel 
interference [2J. To avoid non-linearity effects, the input signals have 
to be backed-off to the linear region of PAs. Figure 1.2 shows a typical 
input-output power response for a PA, with the associated input and 
output back-off regions 1 (IBO and OBO, respectively). 
The goal of this thesis is to mitigate the problem of high PAPR whilst 
1 An example Pout.ma. for a 3G power amplifier used in the handset is 120m W 
and the output back-off (OBO) would be 10 dB down relative to this maximum 
value. 
Section 1.1. Multiple-input mUltiple-output systems 3 
non-linear 
Paut, max region 
o 
® 
IBO 
Rn, max F1n 
Figure 1.2. A typical radio frequency power amplifier response, typical 
units in mW . 
retaining the integrity of the digital transmission by applying advanced 
digital signal processing (DSP) techniques as depicted in Figure 1.3. 
s~ DSP I 5(1) ~ D/A ~ 
high L. ___ ...J low L....._---' R.F 
PAPR PAPR Power Amp. 
Figure 1.3. Proposed PAPR mitigation model. 
Figure 1.3 only shows a single channel situation, however, the multi-
channel context is the focus of this thesis. 
1.1 Multiple-input multiple-output systems 
Wireless communications have grown tremendously in recent years, the 
exploitation of wireless local area networks (LAN) and mobile tele-
phones have been two major drivers for the growth [3]. Traditionally, 
Section 1.1. Multiple-input multiple-output systems 4 
wireless communication systems use a single transmitter and a single 
receiver to create a single-input single-output (SISO) system. The re-
ceived wireless signal is however typically formed as a result of many 
time-varying paths between the transmitter and the receiver. These 
multi paths are due to reflection, refraction, diffraction and scattering 
mechanisms within the radio environment. Time-variation is a conse-
quence of the relative motion between the transmitter and the receiver. 
If the multipath signals are merged in phase, the resultant signal would 
be intensified, otherwise, the resultant signal is weakened due to out of 
phase combination. This generally time-varying phenomenon is called 
channel fading. In digital communication systems, fading can increase 
the bit-error rate (BER) which has a direct impact on system perfor-
mance and ultimately the quality of service provided to the user. 
In recent years, significant progress has been made to overcome the 
effect of fading in communication systems [4J. Multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) technology, as an example of this advancement, uses 
multiple antennas at the transmitter and multiple antennas at the re-
ceiver to theoretically take advantage of independent multi-path and 
fading to improve communication performance and enhance the spec-
tral efficiency (bits/s/Hz). Inter-antenna correlation in practical point-
to-point MIMO systems can reduce the performance advantage. More-
over, the need for higher speed wireless LANs and multimedia services 
has led to the demand for wireless technologies, in particular MIM 0, 
to deliver higher capacities [5J. Typical MIMO-type configurations for 
wireless links along with a SISO link are illustrated in Figure 1.4. The 
Section 1.1. Multiple-input multiple-output systems 5 
presence of multiple independent links introduces spatial diversity and 
thereby the potential for improved end-to-end performance. 
---1 Tx ~SISO y Rx ~ 
---1 Tx ~ ~ Rx ~ 
SIMO 
--.X Y ---1 Tx I:'j Rx ~ 
MISO 
---1 Tx tf ~ Rx ~ 
MIMO 
Figure 1.4. Antenna configurations in wireless systems (8180: 
single-input single-output, 8IMO: single-input multiple-output, MI80: 
multiple-input single-output, MIMO: multiple-input mUltiple-output). 
The implementation of one part of a MIMO system on small devices 
may not be practical due to the limited size of these devices. Coop-
erative diversity [6] is another way to provide the benefits of diversity 
without implementing multiple antennas on one terminal. In such dis-
tributed systems surrounding terminals collaborate to form a virtual 
MIMO antenna array [7]. 
Multicarrier modulation such as orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) is a powerful technique to handle impairments spe-
cific to frequency selective wireless communication channels [8]. OFDM 
modulation divides a broadband channel into many parallel sub chan-
nels, each of them is centered at a frequency which is an integer multiple 
of a fundamental frequency and the symbol rate within each sub chan-
Section 1.2. Research Objective 6 
nel is reduced. This ensures that even though the sub carriers overlap 
they do not interfere with each other provided the channel is static 
over the OFDM symbol and there is perfect synchronization between 
the transmitter and receiver. This results in a high spectral efficiency. 
Moreover, channel equalization is simple as OFDM may be viewed as 
using many parallel low symbol rate channels for transmission. 
MIMO systems combined with the OFDM method provide a feasible 
physical layer technology for the next generation of communication sys-
tems, particularly due to the low computational complexity of the fast 
Fourier transform (FFT). The promise of higher data rates with in-
creased spectral efficiency makes MIMO-OFDM especially attractive 
in wireless communications when systems operate in multi-path envi-
ronments. For this reason, wireless standards such as IEEE 802.16 
WiMAX (OFDM symbol size 256) and IEEE 802.11a,g WiFi (OFDM 
symbol size 64) [9] have recently been adopted and are in use. The IEEE 
802.16j working group is also considering collaborative operation for fu-
ture WiMax systems. OFDM is also exploited in most wideband trans-
missions such as digital audio broadcasting (DAB) [10], digital video 
broadcasting (DVB) [11], high-bit-rate digital subscriber line (HDSL), 
asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) and very high speed digital 
subscriber line (VHDSL). 
1.2 Research Objective 
OFDM technology has gained considerable interest for high data rate 
transmission application due to its high spectral efficiency achieved 
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by a large number of subcarriers and its robustness against frequency 
fading channels with a moderate system complexity. However, beyond 
all these advantages, one of the major limitations of OFDM is the high 
PAPR of its transmitted signals. These large peaks occasionally reach 
the power amplifier saturation region resulting in in-band and out-of-
band distortions. To avoid this problem, very efficient and expensive 
amplifiers and DACs with wide amplitude linear operation range can 
be required. 
In MIMO-OFDM systems PAPR becomes even more important since 
there are multiple transmit antennas each of which would require its 
own RF power amplifier and DAC. Therefore, methods to reduce the 
overall PAPR across all the antennas will be considered in this thesis. 
The main objective of this thesis is to propose PAPR reduction al-
gorithms suitable for quasi-orthogonal space-time block coded (QO-
STBC) MIMO-OFDM systems with four transmit antennas. This num-
ber of transmit antennas is appropriate for a practical system, and pre-
vious work has generally only considered two antenna open-loop sys-
tems. A quasi-static channel means that the path gains are constant 
within the OFDM block and only vary from block-to-block. The pro-
posed algorithms will be implemented in the frequency-domain so that 
they do not introduce in-band or out-of-band distortion, as simple time-
domain clipping would. Since these techniques require side information 
(SI) to be sent to the receiver in order to recover the original signal and 
maximize diversity performance, it is very important to protect the SI 
as an error in the SI will result in losing the whole information block. 
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Therefore, utilizing the spatial diversity properties of MIMO systems 
will be a major issue. 
Finally, a study on how to mitigate the PAPR in the context of emerging 
broadband multi-hop MIMO-OFDM systems will be included. 
1.3 Organization of the thesis 
The chapters in this thesis are organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 introduces OFDM systems and presents a detailed overview 
of the PAPR problem for OFDM signals. The chapter outlines the 
statistical description of PAPR as well as its theoretical bounds. 
Chapter 3 discusses and compares a broad range of techniques for the 
mitigation of PAPR studied in the literature and used in SISO-OFDM; 
such techniques are organized into three classes: probabilistic tech-
niques, clipping and filtering, and coding techniques. These three dis-
tinct classes of methods can be identified; each with their respective 
advantages, disadvantages and complexities. The study is also carried 
out with the aid of extensive simulations of their operation, performed 
based upon the complementary cumulative density function (CCDF). 
This chapter has been designed to be open enough to allow new re-
searchers and engineers to select the appropriate PAPR method based 
on their requirements and specific constraints. 
Next, in Chapter 4 a study of PAPR reduction schemes for open-loop 
quasi-orthogonal space-time block coding is presented. Such reduction 
techniques are based upon combining the PAPRs of the transmission 
blocks from four antennas and exploiting the associated antenna diver-
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sity gain to mitigate errors in the transmission of the necessary side 
information. Comparisons are made with single antenna and conven-
tional OFDM schemes. In this chapter a method for positioning the SI 
to maximize frequency diversity over the four transmit antennas is also 
suggested. Furthermore, performance improvement is demonstrated in 
terms of comparison with a conventional OFDM SLM-based scheme in 
terms of average BER and probability of SI detection. 
Chapter 5 presents an extension of the work proposed in [12] to closed-
loop QO-STBCs and analyzes the PAPR over four transmit antennas. 
This chapter illustrates that combining SLM with QO-STBCs can im-
prove the overall bit-error rate (BER) performance and increase the 
reliability of side-information (SI) at the expense of the PAPR reduc-
tion gain. In addition, it discusses for the first time the major challenges 
in PAPR mitigation in closed loop QO-STBCs. 
In Chapter 6, two conventional algorithms based on the cross-antenna 
rotation and inversion (CARl) approach are presented in combination 
with closed loop QO-STBCs. These proposed schemes perform PAPR 
mitigation whilst maintaining the diversity gain of the multiple anten-
nas. It is also shown that by considering only four permutations the 
PAPR can be decreased with limited complexity. What is more, a new 
scrambling SS-CARI scheme for closed loop operation is proposed and 
represented in pseudo-code form to clarify the algorithm within the 
chapter. 
Chapter 7 introduces a study to minimize the PAPR in cooperative 
networks byusing the SLM technique. It investigates PAPR mitigation 
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when this technique is applied only to the source node, as compared to 
when the full technique is utilized in both the source and relay nodes. 
Both BER and complexity performances are considered. 
Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes what was achieved in the thesis study 
and gives some suggestions for future research direction. 
Chapter 2 
FUNDAMENTALS OF OFDM 
SYSTEMS AND PAPR 
MITIGATION 
The present chapter consists of a brief introduction to orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM). Next, a further study of peak-
to-average power ratio (PAPR) and the cause of this problem is pre-
sented. Additionally, the statistical properties of PAPR and its theo-
retical bounds are given in this chapter. Finally, a chapter summary is 
provided. 
2.1 OFDM systems 
OFDM is a relatively new digital modulation technique which divides 
the available spectrum into many subcarriers, instead of using only one 
carrier, and each one is modulated by a low rate data stream. The 
peak power of the OFDM signal is increased according to the number 
of subcarriers. OFDM is selected for practical systems due to its high 
spectral efficiency and immunity to multipath fading and impulsive 
11 
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noise. The general concept was first introduced in 1971 [13], but it is 
only in the last decade, with the development of digital signal processing 
(DSP) that applications have appeared [14], in particular through the 
use of the FFT. 
The uncoded OFDM transmit signal is generated by the process shown 
in Figure 2.1. In this process, the input data go through a serial to 
parallel converter, then there is a mapping from the original symbols 
to the input to the inverse Fourier transform (IFFT). This mapping 
is typically to a complex quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) 
constellation to enhance spectral efficiency. The normalized frequency 
spacing between any adjacent subcarriers is 27r/N, where N is the num-
ber of subcarriers. This can be achieved by using the IFFT. The reason 
for using the IFFT is related to the fact that the bandwidth is divided 
into a number of orthogonal sub channels and its low computational 
complexity. Then, the input data are converted to a time domain signal 
through the IFFT and in order to mitigate inter symbol interference 
(ISI) in OFDM a cyclic prefix (CP) is added which is a repeat of the 
last few symbols of the output of the IFFT. The addition of the CP 
also forces the effective channel convolution matrix to be cyclic so that 
the FFT matrix diagonalizes the channel. The output data from the 
IFFT go through a parallel-to-serial converter and then form the input 
to a DAC. The analog signal is then amplified and converted to the 
radio frequency (RF) before being transmitted from the transmitting 
antenna into the channel. As a result, the OFDM symbol in the time 
domain is generated as an N-subcarrier system by adding the weighted 
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N-l 
s(t) = _1_ '" c ei27rtk/N 0 < t < N - 1 
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Figure 2.1. Basic OFDM transmitter architecture. 
where Ck is the complex symbol in the frequency domain, and t denotes 
continuous-time. 
The signal s(t) is real only when the Ck coefficients have conjugate 
symmetry, i.e. Ck = CN_k ; no such assumption is made in this thesis, 
however, so s(t) is assumed complex. In practice, the baseband mod-
ulation is applied in the digital domain using an oversampling version 
of srn] which is given by: 
N-l 
srn] = ~ L Ckei27rnk/LN ,n E [0, LN - 1] 
k=O 
(2.1.2) 
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where L is the oversampling factor typically four, and n is the normal-
ized discrete time index. Notice that when L = 1 srn] is the Nyquist 
sampling version of s(t). 
The channel in the wireless environment is typically characterised by 
multi-path propagation, so that in the frequency domain the channel 
response will be frequency selective. However, in reality the mobile 
might be moving and therefore the shape of the frequency response can 
be changing, as a result of fading. In this work, the channel is assumed 
to be quasi-static, so that within an OFDM symbol the channel coef-
ficients remain fixed; perfect synchronization is also assumed between 
the transmitter and receiver. 
o 
cS 
2" 
N 
-<= 
t..> 
N 
cS 
Frequency-
Selective full band 
1 channel 
Flat-
fullband channel 
N orrnalized frequency 
2". 
Figure 2.2. The magnitude response of a frequency selective channel 
in OFDM divided into a number of channels with small bandwidth, 
which can be assumed to have flat frequency response. 
The OFDM system is designed to deal with a frequency selective chan-
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nel, where the channel is divided into a number of much narrower band-
widths as shown in Figure 2.2. Assume N = 64 symbols, and that these 
symbols are generated at a single time instead and all 64 values form 
the input to the IFFT with the user data transmitted simultaneously 
on the sub channels. Effectively, symbol one goes through the first 
sub channel (Ch 0, as shown in Figure 2.2) of the original wideband 
frequency selective channel which is centered at DC (zero frequency); 
symbol two goes through the second channel (Ch 1) centered at the 
fundamental frequency and so on, with each symbol passing through 
individual narrow channels, which are harmonically related because of 
the IFFT. 
The spectra of the sub carriers overlap each other as shown in Figure 
2.3 which makes OFDM more spectrally efficient as compared to con-
ventional multicarrier communication systems. In particular, in the 
frequency domain plots Figure 2.3 (b), (d) and (f) show the peaks of 
one frequency correspond to the zeros of other frequencies so that no 
interference is caused, this is crucially dependent upon perfect synchro-
nization between the transmitter and the receiver. 
In Figure 2.4, the assumption is that there are two paths between the 
transmitter and the receiver. The delay through path one is given by 
TJ while the delay through path two is given by T2• The CP is chosen 
to be of length equal to T2 which because the two signals are of the 
same frequency means the phase of the top one at time TJ is identical 
to the phase of the second one at T2 . The purpose of using the CP 
between 0 FD M frames is to eliminate intersymbol interference (ISI), 
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thereby mitigating the effect of the wireless channel delay spread. 
The symbol Cl in Figure 2.5 can be regarded as passing through a 
complex scalar channel of H(ej2"h) , where YI is obtained at the output. 
In the noise free case, this must be multiplied by the inverse of this 
channel in order to obtain the same symbol that had been transmitted. 
A minimum mean square error equalizer can be used in the presence of 
noise. 
From Figure 2.5 it can be said that the equalisation or the removal 
of the effect of the channel is simply based upon multiplication at the 
receiver by the inverse of the channel at that particular frequency which 
is importantly computational simple. The formal definition of PAPR 
is next considered. 
2.2 Definition of Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) 
An important limitation of OFDM is that it suffers from a high peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR)I resulting from the coherent sum of several 
carriers. This implies that the RF power amplifier (PA) in the transmit-
ter requires a large input back off, see Figure 1.2, to operate efficiently 
in its linear region and thereby avoid distortion effects, including non 
orthogonal intermodulation terms [15]. High PAPR also affects DACs 
negatively and may lower the range of transmission. PAPR can be 
defined for a sampled signal as follows [16]: 
max Js[n]J2 
O<n<LN-I 
PAPR(s[n]) = - E{Js[n1l2} (2.2.1) 
I PAPR is also called peak-to-mean envelope power ratio (PMEPR) [lJ. 
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Figure 2.3. (a,c,e) : The real p3J'ts of tlu'ee subcarrier signal in t he 
time domain. (b,d,f): Three corresponding magnitude frequency pecta. 
(g): Addition of the three subcarriers. (h): Common display of the t hree 
magni tude frequency spectra. 
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max(T2 ). 
1 
Figure 2.5. The processing of a symbol in a noise free model of a 
single sub carrier of an OFDM system. 
where max[.], E{.} and 1·1 represent respectively the maximum ele-
ment, the statistical expected value operator and the absolute value 
of the input symbols. Since nonlinear distortion occurs in the analog 
domain (passband domain), PAs have therefore to be designed around 
the PAPR of the passband signal. So, it is desirable to describe the 
passband PAPR from the mathematical point of view. Given that the 
passband signal is: 
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Figure 2.6. Typical instantaneous power profile of a time-domain 
signal highlighting the average and peak values. 
= ~{SBB(t)}cos(211'fct) - \}{sBB(t)}sin(211'fet) 
= {s](t)}cos(211'fet) - {sQ(t)}sin(211'fct) (2.2.2) 
where ~{-} is the in-phase (real part) component and \}{-} is the 
quadrature (imaginary part) component. 
Since the center frequency, fe, is always higher than the signal band-
width, the pass band maximum coincides with the baseband maximum 
[17J: 
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(2.2.3) 
The average power of the passband signal is: 
E [lspe(tWJ] = E [I~{ sBB(t)ej2~fotm 
= E [I{ sJ(t)} cos(27l' Jet) + {sQ(t)} sin(27l' fctWJ 
= 0.5 E [{SJ(t)}2 + E{sQ(tWJ 
= 0.5 E [ls(tWJ (2.2.4) 
From (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) the passband PAPR is approximately 3 dB 
higher than that of the baseband signal, i.e. 
PAPR{sPB(t)} R:J 2PAPR{SBB(t)l} (2.2.5) 
It should be noted that throughout the proceeding chapters, all PAPR 
quantities will be given for the baseband signal. 
2.3 Statistical Properties of PAPR 
Assume that {ck}f:l are stationary with variance 0'2 and that Ck and 
Cm are uncorrelated for k f m. Based on the central limit theorem, 
{s[n]}:;':l are approximately independent and identically distributed 
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complex Gaussian when N is large [1 l, each with zero mean and variance 
0.5. In this case, the amplitude of Ck has a Rayleigh distribution, where 
for convenience Ck is denoted as s: 
f() 2s -8/(72 S = -e • 
a 2 8 
(2.3.1) 
The probability that the magnitude of one value of the OFDM symbol, 
Is[nJl, does not exceed a certain amplitude threshold Th can therefore 
be calculated as: 
(2.3.2) 
The probability that at least one value of an entire OFDM symbol 
exceeds a certain threshold can be given by: 
Pl'{ls[nJl > Th } = 1 - Pl'{ max Is[nll::; Th } O::::;n::::;N-l 
= 1 - (Pl'{lsl ::; Th})N 
_T2 
= 1 - (1 - e(~))N 
= 1 - (1 - e-')Y (2.3.3) 
In Figure 2.6, the guard interval corresponds to the time-domain region 
where the ep has been removed2 • It should be noted that the PAPR of 
2Note that CP does not affect the PAPR, since it is a repetition of the last part 
of the time-domain signal. 
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a continuous time OFDM signal cannot be computed precisely by using 
an ordinary IFFT in the optimization. In this case, signal peaks can 
be missed and PAPR reduction estimates are unduly optimistic. Using 
a longer IFFT, i.e. interpolation, with typically four times oversam-
pling is effective in ensuring that PAPR is actually estimated. This is 
confirmed in Figure 2.7 where it shows that the maximum peak of the 
output of the longer IF FT is higher than that for the non interpolated 
IFFT. This higher value of PAPR is a more accurate representation 
of the true PAPR of the underlying continuous time OFDM signal. 
Representation of interpolation in the frequency-domain is depicted in 
Figure 2.8. In this figure the length of the IF FT is assumed to be 16 
and the original samples are shown on the right-hand side with solid 
dots; the extra zeros are added on the left-hand side with clear dots. 
From (2.3.3), it is evident that PAPR occurrence grows as the num-
ber N of subcarriers grows. Figure 2.9 is a plot which shows that as 
the number of sub carriers increases the probability level of the PAPR 
increases. In this plot, the y-axis corresponds to the complementary 
cumulative density function (CCDF) which is the probability that the 
PAPR is greater than a particular "f as in (2.3.3). The x-axis is the 
particular value of"f in dB. In this figure, these plots for N = 64, 128 
and 512 are shown and it reveals that as N increases the CCDF moves 
to the right in the plot. Methods to perform PAPR reduction are next 
considered. 
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Figure 2.7. (a) : OFDM symbol sampled at t he Nyqui t frequency 
and oversampled by factor of four. (b): zoom in of (a) over t he range 
40 to 95. 
2.4 PAPR Reduction 
The simple t way of removing PAPR is by using time-domain cl ipping. 
Therefore , if the maximum amplitude of the signal whi h is allowed 
is known then any amplitude which is bigger than that level is just 
clipped. Clipping is t he simplest technique in the sense of having low-
est complexity but it is very crude in terms of overall bit- rror-rate 
(BER) performance. This is because by performing the clipping in the 
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F igure 2.8. Representation of interpolation ill the frequency-domain, 
where DC is zero frequency and FNy is Nyquist frequency. 
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F igure 2.9. CCDF of PAPR for a QPSI< modulated OFDM system 
for different values of N. 
time-domain, it will introduce ext ra frequencies or degradat ion in the 
frequency-domain which makes the decoding of the original symbol 
more difficult. 
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In general, the larger the constellation becomes the bigger the effect 
that t he degradation is likely to have due to the reduction in in ter 
symbol amplitude pacing. However, t he spectrum distortion can be 
Figure 2.10. Effect of 3 dB cl ipping for 1000 OFDM symbols of length 
512 with 64 QAIV\ , notice the perturbations in the received constella-
tion. Note, t he length of the transmitted sequence was uch that not 
a ll members of the 64 QAY\ constellation were transmi tted. 
mitigated either by fil tering or by moving the pectrum from DC to 
Nyquist [2] and then by implement ing the distort ion or the processing 
at t hat point and t hereby ensuring that the impact will be less than t hat 
performed around the DC frequency. In Figure 2.10 the constellat ions 
of the original and the clipped ignal ar hown. It is clear that wi th 
performing clipping 3 dB down relative to the peak of the original 
signal ampli tude, t he effect in the t ime domain has shifted the posit ion 
of the points in the onstellation away from their ideal location and 
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as the clipping level increases, the movement away from these values 
will genera lly increase. This would impact upon de oding performance 
part icularly in the presence of channel noise. 
2.5 Theoretical Bounds on PAPR 
As outlined in Section 2.1 , PAPR occurs due to the large number 
of independent subcarriers wit h random pha e t hat add together at 
the modulator. Thus, it is desirable to know the bound of t his phe-
nomenon. In th i ection, a theoret ical analysis for the upper and lower 
bounds achieved by the most common modulation techniques used in 
OFDM systems is given . 
M-a ry PSK-OFDM : In t he case of an M-ary PSI<-OF DM modulated 
signal, the output signal has the same energy constellation. Thus, the 
ICkls in (2 .1.2) are equal and the peak power can be written as: 
N - l 2 
max Is[nW = max ~ " Ckei2~"kI LN 
O<n < IJN-J O< n<N I .. - l N ~ 
-- -- k= O 
(2. 5.1 ) 
However , t he maximum peak can be upper bouncled as follows: 
(2.5.2) 
(2.5.3) 
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while with Parseval's t heorem [18]: 
(2 .5.4) 
and if both sides are divided by N, the average power of the OFDM 
signal becomes: 
E{ls [nW} = ~{ElckI2} 
A2 
N 
Finally, t he PAPR of srn] can be easi ly computed as follows: 
max Is[nJ12 
PAP R(s[nJ) = --=O~=--n"=~-;cI"N_-;-I~_ 
E{ls[nJl2} 
A2 
< A2/N 
<N 
(2 .5.5) 
(2.5.6) 
The importance of this result is that the PAPR of an M-ary PSK-
OFDM symbol is always less t han or equal to the number of subcarriers. 
M -ary QAM-OFDM: Since the M-ary QAM modulated OFDM sig-
nal has different power levels over its constellation points, the worst case 
of PAPR value depends upon the choice of the signal points over differ-
ent subcarr iers. Defining the constellat ion points as (±ji7iA, ±ji7iA), 
where 111 = 1, ... ,M-l and assuming data symbols occur with equal prob-
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ability, the variance 0"; for an M-ary QAM constellation is given by [4]: 
(2.5.7) 
and repeating t he derivation in (2.5.4) , t he ensemble average power for 
MQAM is given by: 
(2.5.8) 
Since the highest power is consiclered as the worst case, the maximum 
peak in MQAM is expressed as: 
- 2 r;;-;i 2 Pm ax = 2A (v M - I ) (2.5.9) 
and hence the minimal envelope power becomes: 
- 2 P m in = 2A (2.5.10) 
F\'om (2.5.8), (2.5.9) ancl (2.5. 10), the boundaries of the PAPR can be 
written as: 
3N < PAPR(s[n]) < (3NJM - 1)2 
M-l - - M - I (2.5.11) 
and similar to M-ary PSI<, the PAPR for the M-81'y QAM is propor-
tional to the number of subcarriers, N However, it was shown in Figure 
2.9 that the stat istical distribution is not very sensitive to t his relation-
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ship. Furthermore, the CCDF for a la rge number of N is less en it ive 
to an M-ary QAM modulation scheme, as hown in Figm e 2.11. Notice 
that QPSK will be the modulation method used throughout thi t he i 
as it is commonly adopted wi thin wirele ystems due to its spectral 
efficiency and simple decoding. 
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F igure 2.11. CCDF for N = 256 and different modulat ion schemes. 
Lowe r Bound: The minimum theoretical PAPR is achieved only 
when the peak power becomes equal to the mean power, i.e., un ity. 
Many studies [19] have shown that com plex OFDM signals with PAPR 
close to uni ty exist if the number of subcarriers, N, is large. The lower 
bound on PAPR is given by [19]: 
PAPRmin = 1 +2/ N (2.5. 12) 
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The choice of phases which yield a n arly minimal PAPR for a mul-
t itone signal has been studied by everal researchers such as Rudill 
phases [20], Newmall phases [211 , Schroeder phases [22], and Nara-
ha hi pha e [231. Nevertheless, none of th e tudies approach the 
optimal min imal value. However, t he work in [19] showed a re ult close 
to the theoretical minimum at the cost of using several iterative algo-
rithms. All algorithms have in common that they stru·t with an initial 
phase vector which is modified through a number of optimization pro-
ce iteration . This optimization differs from one algori thm to another 
depending on the cost function used. However, t he iteration of these 
a lgori thms stops once the crest factor3 (CF) cannot be reduced any 
further. 
2,6 Summary 
OPOM has become a populru' technique for high speed data transmis-
sion in frequency-selective SISO radio channels. However, its t ime-
domain ignal suffers from lru'ge nvelope variat ions which Limited its 
application . Single carrier frequen y domain equalization schemes 
overcome th is problem however their computational complexity is not 
symmetric between the transmitter and receiver so are not considered 
in t his thesis. The defini t ion of baseband and passband PAPR as well 
a the theoretical bOUJlds on PAPR and its statistical chru'acteristics 
were presented. It was shown that the most straight forward PAPR 
reduction method can be perform d by clipping the high ampli tudes 
3The square root of the PAPR is often called the crest factor (eF). 
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of the OFDM signals. However, a lthough this method is simple and 
low complexity, it causes distortion resulting in increased BER. Othcr 
methods to perform PAPR mitigation are therefor introduced in the 
next chapter. 
Chapter 3 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Chapter 2 explained the fund amentals of orthogonal frequency division 
mult iplexing (OFDM ) and defined the main drawback characteri zed 
by peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). Moreover, statistical proper-
ties of the PAPR of an OFDM signal as well as its theoretical bound 
were presented. This chapter provides a urvey for up-to-date PAPR 
reduction techniques proposed in the literature for single- input single-
output-OFDM (SISO-OFDM) systems. Such methods will be catego-
rized and the various techniques are explained along with their poten-
t ial drawbacks. However, more recent work in term of applying PAPR 
mitigation in multiple- input multiple-output-OFDM (1.11 ,IO-OFOI'vl ) 
system is given in [12] , [24], [25] and [26]. A description of these works 
will be given in more detail in the later chapters. 
3.1 Probabilistic Techniques 
3.1.1 Partial Transmit Sequence (PTS) Technique 
In the partial transm it equence (PTS) technique [27], t he input data 
frame of an OFDM ymbol of length N is divided into M sub-blocks 
32 
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which are combined to minimize the PAPR. A PTS transmitter is shown 
in Figure 3.1. Define the data block vector C = [cQ,c), .... cN_dT where 
r-
Cl.! ~~_ 
/ -I IFFT X 
C b) 
2 .! I Yl [n] !1v\ 
C I IFFT I 10 Select 
.... SIP bl + .... - r--. III 
'" 
Cv )1' [11 
.0--I IFFT I I I 
b L--
V 
I Optimization 
Figure 3.1. Diagram representation of the partial transmit sequence 
approach, ih corresponds to the index of the modified . quence wit h 
minimum PAPR. 
Ck , k = 0, 1, ... , N - 1 are the complex ubcarrier symbol . Then, par-
t it ion C into V sub-blocks, so that C = [C) , C 2 , ... . , C v] contains the 
sub-blocks, represented by the vectors C v, v = 1, 2, ... , V . Here, all such 
sub-blocks apart from the first one are multiplied by a binary weight-
ing factor bv , where v = 2, ... , V, hence 2V - ) possible combination are 
searched such that the resultant PAPR is minimized. As the actual 
signal in the analog domain could have slightly higher PAPR than that 
predicted by the use of the Nyquist sampling rate in the digital domain, 
it is suggested in [27] that the 256 length transmi tted signal has to be 
oversampled by a factor fo ur. U ing the linearity property of the IFFT, 
the opt imal PAPR can be found as [28]: 
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v 
PAPR = b;:~i'bvlbl = do<'~$4NI I)vyv[nWJ (3.1.1) 
v= l 
where bv , v = 2, 3, .. . , V are weighting factors which are assumed to be 
pure rotations and yv[nJ is t he partia l transmi t sequence in t he t ime-
domain. 
However , finding the best weighting factor among those possible com-
binations is highly complex. For this reason, some attempts have been 
made to reduce the computationally complexi ty of the optimization : 
(1) Adaptive partial transmi t equ nce (APTS) [27J: t his establishes 
an early terminating threshold and the search is terminated as 
soon as the PAPR drops below the t lueshold. It assumes that 
bv = 1 for all v and computes the PAPR. If the new PAPR is 
lower than a certain t hreshold t hen the optimization is stopped 
otherwise invert b1 and recalcul ate t he PAPR. If it is less than 
the threshold, bj is retained as part of t he final phase sequence. 
The algorithm cont inues in this way unt il all t he combinations of 
the signs of the phase factor have potent ially been explored. 
(2) Phase optimisation [29J: The total OFDM block of length N sym-
bols, which are denoted by (co, ... , cN- d, is divided into sub-blocks 
of length M. Each of these sub-blocks is mul t iplied by a rotation 
value, ej 4> .. To reduce the search complexity <Pk is restricted to 
(0, 7r/2, 7r, 37r/2). The first block has to be mult iplied byej 4>1 = 1, 
t he next block by &4>2, t he third by e14>3 and so on. The modi fied 
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symbols become c = (co, Cl, .... . , CN- I) and th actua l tran mitted 
sequence is given by the following matrix mul tipli ation : 
s = Ac (3.1. 2) 
where [Al = _1_ e(j2,mm)/N (0 < n m < N) and c i the tll-ary phase n ,m..Jiii , - , 
shift keying modulation symbol for t he nth carrier. 
The resul ting PAPR of s must then be estimated , and interpolation 
is generally necessary to a curately match the PAPR of the true un-
derlying analogue transmi tted signal. An example of measuring the 
minimum PAPR before and after interpola tion is given in Figure 3.2. 
In t his figure, a length 16 OFDM symbol is mul t iplied by 64 differ-
ent combinations of rotation angle . Importantly, t he minimum PAPR 
obtained was different. In the case of no interpolation, the minimum 
PAPR achieved was 3.2 dB. However, when extra zeros have been added 
to the original OFDM symbol, the new minimum PAPR changed to 5 
dB. It is also noticeable that as the range of the PAPR increases, the 
interpolation becomes more important. In [301 it i hown that instead 
of dividing the OFDM block into contiguous symbols, t here might be 
a case to plit t hese sub-blocks for bet ter PAPR, but t hat will cost 
ex tra complexity at t he receiver. However, an opt imum cri terion can 
be found on the basis of having cont iguous sub-blocks and instead of 
looking at the maximum value, looking at the auto-correlation func-
tion. Assuming W(k) is t he aperiodic autocorrelation of c. The new 
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F igure 3.2. Histogram of different PAPRs for t he same original OFDM 
symbol. (a) : Wi th no zero padding. (c) : Wi th interpolation by a factor 
of four. (b,d): Identifying the minimum PAPR in each case. 
optimisation criterion can be written as [29] : 
(3.1.3) 
where W(k) is t he aperiodic autocorrelation of c as defined on page 40. 
Calculating the auto-correlat ion values is more computation ally com-
plex because of the need to calculate aJ I N correlat ion values, however, 
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it achieves a PAPR improvement of approximately 2.5 dB (see Figure 
3.3). T he improvement is mainly due to the interrelation hip between 
the auto-correlation function and the PAP R. T he most import ant as-
pect when considering PAPR is to t ry to calculate what is occurring 
between the OFDM symbol t ime sample becau e the danger is if t he 
peak in between is too high. The auto-correlation appeal's from the 
result in Figure 3.3 to be more efficient at finding how the signal be-
have in t he e regions [291. In order to avoid experiencing difficulties in 
PAPR without auto-correlation 
PAPR with auto- correlation 10-4L-________________________ ~l_ __ ~ ____ l_~ 
2 4 6 8 10 12 
'Y [dB] 
F igu re 3 .3. Probability tha t the PAPR exceeds I for a 128 OFDM 
frame QPSI< modulated carrier. 
obtain ing a peak value between the samples, the use of a raised-cosine 
fi lter could help with making the peak much smoother [21. 
In the PTS approach, the receiver must have knowledge about the 
generation process of the transmitted OFDM signal. The weight ing 
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factor mu t then be ent as side information result ing in some loss of 
spectral efficiency. 
3.1.2 Selective Scrambling 
This technique suggests that if, for example, a BPSK symbol forms the 
input to the IFFT, then generally if the sequence of I s and 0 has a 
fair ly random pattern , t hen it is much more likely t hat the PAPR at 
the out put will be smaller [31J. 
Therefore, if t he data sequence that must be transmitted is Cl through 
CI26 but the sequence of Is and Os is not very random, what can be 
done is to take t hat sequence of values and cramble l it. Note, 128 
values are not taken as two are use I for transmitting side information 
as explained below. Tbi means re-ordering those values and getting a 
new outpu t with a much more random mixture and hopefully by using 
that new set of randomized Is and Os, the PAPR will be less. Clearly, 
however, if this system is to work at the receiver then the receiver must 
know which scrambler has been used. 
In [31 J fom scrambler were used an I the idea was to choose one of four 
different scramblers. When the data aTe transmitted to the receiver, 
as said previously, the receiver must know which scrambler has been 
used. However, how does the receiver know? A composite word of two 
binary bits has to be formed, wi th possible values (00, .. .. ,11), and these 
two binary bits inform the receiver which effective scrambler has been 
used. This means that the total word now has a length of 126-bits go-
I A scrambler can be designed by using an m-sequence generator which is made 
lip of shift registers and modulo 2 additions [41. 
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ing into the IFFT to obtain a particular PAPR. Figure 3.4 shows that 
crambled data give much lower PAPR, i. e. an average PAPR around 
160 is dropped to approximately 5. F igure 3.5 illustrates the sam ple 
300 .-----~------~_.------------------, 
o Scrambled messages. 
Unscrambled messages. 
250 
* 200 * 
'" . • , ' • ,. "1 , ~1 . I , ·.r.. ~., . ~ ~. . '" . ., . '\' ..-
Cl:: 
0.. 150 
et . ." '.,'./' . ' , ~. . ~ . 
100 
50 
o 
O ........ ~ ............ ... 
o 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
Message Number 
Figure 3.4. Comparison of PAPR for unscrambled and selected scram-
bled messages. 
probability density function for the scrambled messages. It is clear from 
this figme that the mean PAPR is much lower than the unscrambled 
version and the standard deviation (STD) or the dispersion about the 
mean value is relat ively low. Thi implie whichever crarnbling exam-
pie is used, the re ult of the PAPR is always going to be approximately 
somewhere between 3.5 and 7, which means very tightly distributed 
a round the mean value of 5. In addition , in t his method, the author 
discussed that codewords with a small power variance (PV) have a low 
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F igure 3.5 . PAPR distribution for selected scrambled messages, mean 
= 5.49, and standard deviation = 1.13. 
PAPR. This can be expressed as: 
N - I 
PV = 2: 11412 (3.1.4) 
i = O 
where 14 = E~,:ol CkCk+ i is the aperiodic autocorrelation funct ion of the 
com plex seq uence. 
Unfortunately, calculating all of the R.; values might be qui te difficult 
particularly if t he codeword length was 512, 1024 or larger. However, 
if the length of the code and the number of ones is known, then RI can 
be calculated very easily by using both Hamming weight WI/ , i.e. the 
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number of ones within the codeword, and R1 : 
(3.1.5) 
This was proposed Il1 [31] and shown to yield a practical method for 
PAPR reduction. 
3 .1.3 Tone Injection 
The main idea of the tone injection (TI) technique comes from the 
diagram shown in Figure 3.6. 
l lTI 
o 0 0 e 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • • • 0 0 0 0 Re 0 0 0 0 • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • • • 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 
'" 
0 
0 0 0 <0 
0 0 0 0 
F igu re 3.6. Constellation for 16 QAM together with images of the 
constellation used in the tone injection method [1]. 
Firstly, the basic QAM constellation as shown in Figure 3.6 is in the 
middle. From which, images of the constellation are generated at the 
particular points shown in Figure 3.6 where the structure of each of 
these images is identical. This can be done by generating a so-called 
anti-peak signal [1] which shifts the t rue signal to one of the image 
locations. The images are modified in such a way so as to avoid red un-
dant information. The PAPR can be reduced by carefully choosing the 
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anti-peak signal to give the right shift of moving that particular point . 
T he drawback of th is techn ique is an increasing average power and loss 
in t hroughput . This can be a lleviated by using convolutional codes [4J , 
bu t is not considered r urt her in this thesis. 
3.1.4 Selective Mapping Technique (SLM) 
Selected mapping (SLM) was int roduced in [32J for PAPR reduction in 
SISO transmission . In SISO-SLM , the PAPR reduction is achieved by 
multiplying independent phase sequences with t he original data such 
t hat t he PAPR of each data combinat ion i reduced. T hen, the se-
quence wi t h t he lowest PAPR is chosen for t ran mi sion . In other 
words, the original source signal, in Figure 3.7, is conver ted into a vec-
tor C of total length (MN ) through a Kronecker product denoted by 
®, i. e. C = C ® 1 , where 1 is an /Ill x 1 vector with unity elements and 
C is an N x 1 vector contain ing the original signal information. 
The M subvectors within C are weighted elementwise by the complex 
values bi, i = 1, ... , M to form C (i), i = 1, ... , M. Note that a ll of t he bi 
value are chosen randomly among the set of bi E (±1, ±j) to reduce 
complexity. Define t he M complex valued t ime-domain transmitted 
symbols: 
c~~ = IFFTd Cm } (3.l.6) 
Here, t he sampling frequency, L, plays an important role in PAPR 
evaluation (see Section l.2). The PAPR of t he transm itted signal of 
(3. l.6) is defined as: 
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F igure 3.7. Selective mapping a pproach in S1S0 systems. 
max Ic/;[nW 
PAPR( m) O< n < NL- 1 
Cl" = E{lc'L[n]l2} (3.1.7) 
where max[·]' E{ · }and 1· 1 represent respect ively the maximum element , 
t he statistical expectat ion operator and the absolu te value of the input 
symbols. Finally, t he symbol with the lowest PAPR is transmitted: 
7h = argmin{PAPR(c~')} 
I Sm'5 A1 
(3.1.8) 
Although the definition of (3.1. 7) is a good asses ment for the signal 
pow r fluctuations relative to its mean, it takes no account of the prob-
abili ty of the peaks occurrence. This is derived by the complementary 
cumulative distribution function (CCDF) defined in (2 .3.3). 
In Figure 3.8 results are shown using M different tran mit sequences, 
M = 1, 2, 3 and 4. The PAPR exceeds 10 dB at a probabili ty of 0.001 
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only when M = L However, when the number of M is increased to 
four , the PAPR is improved by 2.5 dB at the same probability. In 
10-'1- ---------, 
-- No PAPR reduction ( M = 1) 
M '2 
---+--- M· 3 
M '4 
10 -':------:------::---::----:-- ----: --'7-L---':':,------:':----'---.J. 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 " 12 
Y [dB] 
Figure 3.8. CCOF of PAPR, if the frame with lowest PAPR is selected 
out of N stati tically independent frames. 
Figure 3.9 re ults are shown for the case of using 256 subcarriers and 
!vi = 1,4. The PAPR of this approach is identical to the prediction 
from theory given by the analytical curves shown on the same figure. 
It is also shown that at a probability of 0.001 the PAPR advantage for 
M = 4 is approximately 2 dB better than the case with M = L These 
results confirm the efficacy of the scheme. 
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F igure 3.9. CCDF of PAPR10w for QPSI< when M = 1 and 4, N = 
256 subcarriers. 
3 .2 Clipping and Filtering 
3.2.1 Clipping 
The time-domain clipping operation is a non-linear method of reducing 
PAPR. If the digital signal is clipped directly, this will add ext ra fre-
quency components and generate energy in the out-of-ban I region , ee 
Figure 3.10. In-band components are also generated which can cause 
considerable confusion in the decoding process thereby increasing the 
bit error rate. Effectively, providing N is la rge enough, N>64 symbols, 
the in-band distortion is going to have a relatively broad band type of 
behaviour. 
The researchers in [2] suggested a better way for clipping. Their idea 
of clipping was firstly oversampling each OFDM block and padding the 
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origina l input signal with zeros, L = 8, then the frequency content 
was moved from being centered at DC to being centered at half of the 
Nyqui t rate: 
o ~ k ~ N/ 2 - 1 
N / 2 ~ k ~ L N - N /2 - 1 (3.2.1) 
As the signal after the IFFT is a complex signal , the clipping has to be 
performed wi th a real signal which is performed by the digital passband 
modulation operation [2]. Once the real signal has been received, the 
clipped signal must then go through a low pass fi lter to smooth the 
sharp edges but care must be taken dming filtering not to degrade the 
performance. 
Ultimately, at the receiving cnd the original va lues should be ea ily 
reconstructed. Thus, the compari son between clipping using the above 
process and cl ipping the signal directly i that there will be better con-
trol of the degradation than if the clipping is performed when all the 
signal energy i around the DC frequency where the decoding perfor-
mance is going to be poor. The effect of clipping on the bi t error rate 
(BER) of the OFDM signal is observed in Figm e 3.11. Transmi ' ion 
over a frequency selective, length four , Rayleigh fading SISO channel is 
assumed. Independent, Gau sian whi te noise is added at the receiver to 
control the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This was performed by clipping 
the original signal and it was found t hat the peaks can be clipped up 
to O. dB wi thout any noticeable effect on BER. However, when 1.5 
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Figure 3.10. Power pectral density of an OFDM signal with frame 
length of 256. 
dB clipping from the peak value was applied, the performance becomes 
worse by approximately 2 dB at the value of BER = 0.001. The degra-
dation in BER due to clipping is considered in th is thesis to render t his 
approach unsui table for fm ther consideration. 
3 .2.2 Tone Reservation 
The basic idea of the tone reservation (TR) technique introduced in 
[1 71 is that based on the information data, there are typically several 
subcarriers (tones) that carry data with low SNRs. If t hese tones are 
not used for data transmission, it is desirable to shape the clipping noise 
in those tones in a way to cancel any large peaks from the original 
data subcarriers. This technique is most commonly llsed in discrete 
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Figure 3.11. Effect of clipping on the BER for an OPDM frame of 
length 256, two levels of cl.ipping rela tive to the original maximum value 
of the t ime-domain signal are used, 1.5 dB and 2.5 dB. 
multitone modulation (DMT) systems such as ADSL, and is therefore, 
not adopted in this thesis, as the target is MIM 0 wireless systems. 
3 .3 Coding Technique 
3.3.1 Block Coding 
The idea of th is method is to transmit words which are known to have 
low PAPR [33]. Some spectral efficiency is lost since the full OFDM 
symbol length N is subdivided. As a simple example, if N = 4, only 
three bits cou ld be used for data and the remaining bit is chosen to 
ensme the full length fom word has low PAPR. In Figm e 3. 12 the 
envelope power for all the possible fom-bit words, 16 in total, is shown 
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within these words, t he peak envelope-powers (PEPs) form tluee sets 
of values: 16W, 12.29W and 10.45W. If each of these words is assumed 
to appear on the average with the same probabili ty then the average 
PEP will add these up and divide by 16. Instead of four bi ts of useful 
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F igure 3.12. Possible OFDIvI symbols with N = 4 and BPSI< modu-
lated subcarriers. 
information being transmitted, only t hree bits could be transmitted. 
Thus, there are eight possible combinations, but instead of transmitting 
those eight possible combinations, a mapping of three-bit numbers into 
four-bit numbers is designed so that those four-bi t numbers selected 
have low PAPR. On average, therefore, the PAPR is reduced. 
Indeed, a reduction of 3.54 dB in the PAPR was achieved when this 
method was used. However, this reduction was at the expense of an 
increase in bandwidth and a reduction in the SNR. 
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In addition, eight carr ier signals were a l 0 considered and re ults showed 
t hat if half of t he possible code words were permis ible then a reduction 
of PAPR of 4.58 dB cou ld be achieved and if a quarter were us d th 
reduct ion could be 6.02 dB . 
Implementation of such a technique is conceptually straightforward. If 
the overall word length is eight , or possibly ten, t he method is compu-
tationally feasible, but by the time you get up to sixteen or sixty four it 
is impractical to go through this as it would need an exceedingly large 
look-up storage table. However, another way to perform th is scheme 
would possibly to use different type of coding either the Golay code 
or the Reed-lvluller code [34]. But the price for t hat is the extra redun-
dancy, and therefore the reduction in code rate. For example, if t he 
frame length is very large, 1\ = 256, to guarantee the PAPR is going to 
be low, it might be necessary to operate at a red undancy rate of half 
or less. 
3.3.2 Complementary Codes 
The complementary sequence [35] is one way of generating a code which 
makes t he properties of the IFFT inpu t more effective in bringing the 
PAPR down at the output . When N = 64 subcarriers are combined with 
the same phase (PSK modulation) , the normal ized instantaneous power 
of the OFDM signal in time-domain is shown in Figure 3.13. This figure 
illu trate the envelope power variat ions of the OFDM signal over t ime, 
where the peak power of the signal i 1 W and the mean power of the 
signal is 0.089W. As a result, the PAPR of t he signal is 21 dB. Based on 
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exhaustive search through all possible QPSl< codewords it is claimed 
in [35J t hat for subcarriers, a rate 3/4 code provides a maximum 
PAPR of 3 dB. Golay complementary sequenc s open the way to a 
st ructured approach to generating PAPR reduct ion codes. They are 
pairs of sequences for which the sum of the auto-correlation function is 
z ro for all delay hifts unequal to zero [36J, [37J and [38J . The type of 
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Figure 3.13. Normal ized instantaneous power for 64-subcarriers be-
fore the complementary code was applied . 
performance that can be achieved by using a complementary equence 
i shown in Figure 3. 14. 
In this figure, t he peak power of the signal i 0.845W and the mean 
power of the signal is 0.250W. As a result the PAPR of the new sig-
nal is 5.3 dB. Although such coding strategies are possible approaches 
for mitigating PAPR, due to the loss in coding rate they will not be 
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Figure 3.14. Normalized instantaneous power for 64-subcarrier mod-
ulated with a complementary code. 
considered further in t his t hesis. 
3.3.3 Trellis Shaping 
n·ell is shaping is a method of selecting a minimum weight sequence 
from an equivalence class of possible transm itted sequences by a search 
through the trell is diagram of a shaping convolutional code. Consider 
a mapping of 16 QAM depicted in Figure 3.15 with the number of 
individual symbols, N = 64, so if one QAM word for example is taken, 
there are two most significant bits (M8Bs) and two lea t sign ificant 
bits (L8Bs) at each carrier. The underlying principle of th is is that the 
L8Bs have low effect on PAPR while the M8Bs have high effect. For 
all 256 bi ts, a word vector v of length 128 length, for only the M8Bs, 
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F ig ure 3.15. Constellat ion mapping for 16-QAM used in Trellis Shap-
ing [1] . 
is created. The problem is using any points within the constellation 
could lead to a large PAPR. Therefore, the following coding matrix G 
is added: 
v c = G x v (3. 3.1) 
This coding matrix can either be in the form of a linear code or it can 
be a convolutional cod . By doing t his coding the MSBs from the whole 
OFD1vl frame are connected together. H· nee, th is method is termed 
Trellis shaping. Then a special code c is added in order to improve the 
PAPR: 
W = VC+ c (3.3.2) 
Lastly, a new multicanier (MC) symbol i formed on the ba is of: 
W + LSBoLD (3.3.3) 
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where LSBoLD is the vector containing the original LSB bits. 
And if t his process is designed well then the new MC symbol will have 
a much lower PAPR. This approach is not followed in thi t hesis due 
to the additional redundancy in troduced. 
3.3.4 Blind Selected Pilot Tone Modulation (BSPTM) 
Blind selected pilot tone modulation (BSPTM ) is pro po ed in [16] and 
reduces PAPR by multiplying the original symbols by a pha e rotation 
sequence described by: 
(3.3.4) 
where <p~,,) , 0 ::; n ::; N - 1, 0 ::; m ::; NI - 1 is a set of NI random phase 
sequences of length N each. This is the same as the previous method 
mentioned in Section 3.1.4 but this method extends it by eliminating 
the need to send side information. 
This is a preferred method because only the pha e of the signal i 
changed and the information amplitude is not a.ffected. In order to 
obtain a maximum reduction of PAP R, the scheme selects the best 
sequence out of M po sible sequence to be applied to the transmitted 
symbol. Therefore, control information needs to be sent to the receiver 
wi th the data information, to distinguish the sequence that has been 
transmitted. 
The receiver examines the ignal and performs Gray decoding on the 
sections that represent training data; the parts that represent real data 
can be differentiated based on their energy. Importantly, the decoded 
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training data can be used to decide which rotation functions were actu-
ally used on the real data and the advantage is t hat there is no need to 
transmit ext ra information to indicate which rotat ion function position 
of the li brary was used , hence the term 'blind '. A non-blind scheme 
would need to receive extra bits for the index into the library and that 
would add an overhead to the bandwidth by an amount dependent on 
the length of the extra bits . 
The good part of BSPTM is t he combination of the training data with 
the phase sequence addressing, elimin at ing the need to transmi t extra 
information [16]. 
10-' ':-__ --:-___ :-_L----:---'--__ -:':-'----_~,____---''---..J 
6 7 8 9 10 11 
Y [dB) 
Figure 3.16. CCDP of the PAPR of the BSPTM signal for varying !VI 
values \Vi th N = 256. 
Pigme 3.16 shows the simulat ion for t his scheme using 256 subcarri-
el's and QPSJ( modulation. It illustrates different numbers of possi-
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ble phase sequences, M, as a function of the probability, PAPR> f-
Four curves are shown from selecting one from one, two, four and eight 
possible sequences. It demonstrates that when M = 8, t he pro po cd 
algor ithm could achieve 2.5 dB of PAPR reduct ion as compared wi t h 
the M = 1 case at the probabi lity leve l of 0.001. It also shows that the 
larger the M, the smaller t he resulting PAPR. 
In [16], it is shown that some sequences give a very bad PAPR, but 
if the optimal sequence is chosen, then the PAPR can be improved. 
In [16], the relationship between BER a nd SNR is simulated. It is shown 
that if the proposed BSPTM scheme is closer to the known channel 
performance, an approx imate 0.75 dB advantage i seen, compared to 
the old scheme. 
3.4 Performance comparison and complexity analysis for 5150 
systems 
Several PAPR reduction techniques for SISO-OFDM system have been 
studied in this chapter; their effectiveness is a trade-off between com-
plexity of implementation, data rate los and BER degradation. 
Probabi listic technique aim to find the OFDM symbol that ha small 
probability of peaks. These are classified into two known groups. One 
is the select ive mapping (SLM) approach, in which an input sequence 
is multiplied by each of a set of predefined sequences, called phase rota-
tions, to form new input sequences. Each of these new input sequences 
goes through the IFFT, and then, the one which yields the lowest PAPR 
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is selected. The other scheme is partial transmit sequence (PTS), in 
which the input block is partitioned into disjoint subblocks. After that, 
t he IFFT i applied to each subblock t he outputs of which are then 
multiplied (except the first block) by phase sequences and combined to 
minimize the PAPR. 
The coding technique is another distort ion less technique, which not 
only reduce the PAPR, but also correct errors and hence improves the 
overall BER performance. However, codes which give a low PAPR can 
only be constructed at the expense of sacrificing the data rate. 
The third type of PAPR reduction technique is amplitude clipping. 
Clipping the OFDiVI signal before amplification is a simple method to 
limit the maximum magnitude of the transmit signals, but it was found 
that it causes distortion result ing in increased BER and out-of-band 
spectral radiation (see Figure 3.10). 
The performance comparisons of the above schemes were performed 
by Monte Carlo simulat ions with 105 OFOl\ l symbols, the resul t of 
which are presented and analyzed in this section. For a fa ir compari-
son, it is necessary to consider an equal number of signal subcarriers and 
the ame constellation modulation , i.e ., QPSK, is used. The CCDF of 
PAPR is used to measure the performa nce, which is defined a the prob-
abili ty that the PAPR of the OFOM symbols exceeds a given threshold 
'1 . Figure 3.17 shows a PAPR comparison for SLM, PTS, Tone injection 
(TI), clipping, Trellis haping and Tone Re ervation (TR). 
In this figure, the unmodified OFDM signal has a PAPR which is ap-
proximately 11 dB for a probability of 0.001 of the blocks. Taking the 
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example of M = 4 and 0.001 PAPR, the PTS technique improves the 
PAPR performance by approximately 3.7 dB which is better than the 
SLM scheme which i degraded by 1.2 dB , i.e. to a 2.5 dB improve-
ment. As can be seen, both schemes make the probabilities decrease 
faster when the number of phase rotat ions is increased, y ield ing a more 
desirable performance improvement. It was shown in [39J t hat addi-
t ional PAPR reduction becomes negligible by increasing the number of 
weighting factors greater than four. However , the gain can be reduced 
further with other schemes. For the same parameters, t he unmodified 
signal can be reduced by 4.2 dB using the TI scheme and by approx-
imately 4.5 dB when Tr lli haping is used. It also can be seen that 
when the maximum peaks are clipped by 1.5 dB , t he clipping approach 
hows better performance at a lower value of I and equal to the PTS, 
wit h M = 3, at a higher value of f. However, it should be empha-
sized that this gain improvement can be obtained only at the expense 
of causing both out-or-band noise and in-band distort ion. 
In the case of the TR approach, the OFDNI peak signals can be re-
duced without introducing any addit ional distortion to the information 
data. Increasing the number of reserved tones (subcarriers), results in 
increasing slope and lower PAPR. In Figure 3.17, two numbers of re-
served tones were consi lerecl . As one can see, t he PAPR improved by 
b tween 6.5 dB and 4.9 dB with increasing the number of tones from 
5% to 20% re pectively; but this would reduce the spectral efficiency. 
It must be aid that an analytical comparison is not always enough, 
because great difference in scheme m thodology make the direct com-
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Figure 3.17. Perform ance comparison of SISO-OFDM PAPR mi tiga-
t ion techniques with N = 256 employing QPSI< and an oversampling 
of unity. 
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pari on of ome parameters difficu lt. Therefore, the implementation 
complexity of the different techniques i a major issue when selecting 
the technique to be used. Table 3.1 ummarises the main parameters 
a nd the order of complexity for PAPR reduction techniques studied in 
t his chapter. 
Technique Data Rate BER Complexity 
Loss increased? per OFDM symbol 
PTS Yes No O(MN log2N) 
TI No No O(N2 + N 3/2) 
SLM Yes No O(VN log2N) 
Clipping No Yes O(N) 
TR No No O(N) 
Trellis sha ping No No O(N2) 
Ta ble 3.1. Comparison of SISO-OFDM PAPR mit igation techniques. 
From Table 3.1 , it can be seen that clipping, TR, T\'ell is shaping and TI 
do not transmit side inIormation (SI) which i recognjzed a a positive 
featm e for thcse schemes. However, t hey have their own drawbacks in 
terms of implementation which make them less preferable than other 
schemes. Clipping and TR have a similar complexity, however , cl ipping 
introduces in-band and out-of-band di tortion which increase the error 
probability. While TR is not very implementable for ystems such 
as IEEE 02.11a/g as these have a relatively small number of data 
carrier , e.g. 64. This technique could be useful in wireline systems 
implementation as there are typically subchannels with low SNRs t hat 
ca n be used for PAPR reduction. In wireless system , however, there 
is no fast and reliable channel state feedback to dictate whether some 
tones should go unused. Instead, a set of subchannels must be reserved 
regard le of the received SNRs. Therefore, this technique is not always 
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possible for wireless ystems. 
Unlike clipping, Trellis shaping does not cause any distortion, but it 
reduces the information rate for a given con tellation ize a it only 
selects the constellation which results in a lower envelope variance or 
peak power. 
In 1'1 selecting the optimum subcarriers that achieve a lower PAPR 
from the extended signal constellation is very complex and requires 
extensive calculation. In addit ion , it has a larger transmission power 
ince it use a larger constellation size, hence its implementation in 
practical systems can be prohibi tive. 
In general, coding techn iques significantly reduce the information rate 
of the system and require a complex implementation and specific ded-
icated encoding and decoding tecl1l1iques. 
SLM and PTS depend strongly on the number of signal representations 
tha t should be independent and ident ically distribu ted. The SLM ap-
proach implies an increase in tran mitter complexity due to M full-
length (i. e. N-point) IFFTs. While a PTS approach uses a similar 
number of N-point IFFTs, if t he transforms can take advantage of the 
fact that a large fraction of the input values are zeros, the add itional 
complexity can be kept to the minimum. Nevertheless, in PTS, an op-
timization is required at the transmitter to best combine the partial 
transmit sequences. This method , however, requires more redundant 
bits than SLM to decode the information bits in the receiver, which re-
sults in a decrease in spectral efficiency, and therefore is not considered 
further. 
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3.5 Summary 
In th is chapter, the exist ing methods for p · rforming PAPR mitigation 
in SISO-OFOlvl were introduced and classified into three areas, namely, 
probabilistic techniques, signal distortion techniques and coding tech-
nique. It was found that all these existing techniques involve some 
form of compromise. The most obvious one was the t rade-off between 
complexity of implementation , data rate loss and BER degradation. 
Based on the performance comparison and complexity analysis of these 
schemes, the SLlI! approach was found to be a very effective tech-
nique and conceptually quite straightforward since it lowers the PAPR 
with relatively small increase in redundancy and without any signal 
distortion. Therefore, t he application and extension of SISO-SLM to 
MIMO-OFOi\1 will be the focus of this thesis. 
Chapter 4 
PAPR MITIGATION IN 
QUASI-ORTHOGONAL 
SPACE TIME BLOCK CODED 
MIMO-OFDM SYSTEMS 
USING SELECTIVE MAPPING 
A study of a PAPR reduct ion scheme for quasi-orthogonal space-time 
block-coded multi- input multi-output (iVlIMO) orthogonal frequency 
division mult iplexing (O FDM ) systems ba 'ed on selective mapping 
(SLM) is presented I . In particular, a scheme for folli' t ransmit and one 
receive antenna is con idered; the scheme could be easi ly generalized 
for multiple receive antennas. The reduction technique is focused upon 
combining the PAPRs of the transmission blocks from four antennas 
and exploits t he as ociated antenna diver ity gain to mitigate errors in 
the transmission of th ide information (SI) neces ary for SLM. Simula-
IThis work was presented at the LAPC 200 conference [40]. 
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t ion studies are pre ented which show t he CCDFs with and wi thout the 
combining scheme and bi t-error rates of the overall system. Compar-
i ons are also made with SLM-based single-input single-output-OFDM 
( ISO-OFDM ) systems. 
4.1 Overview 
In Sect ion 3.l.4, it was seen that in SLM the frame to be transmit-
ted is mul tiplied by a number of preselected phase sequences such that 
the resulting PAPR is modified and then t he mapping which yield the 
smallest PAPR is the on whjch is cho en. The receiver must therefore 
know which out of the candidate pha e sequences was actually used , 
which requires side information (SI) to be sent along with the transmi t-
ted signal. For high data rate wireless wideband applicat ions, mult iple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) transmission combined with OFDM is 
being considered in a large number of current technology applications. 
If the PAPR reduction schemes for SISO systems are directly applied 
to MIMO , the complexity and redundancy increases proport ional to 
the number of transmi t antennas, which is not desired. In this work 
the target is therefore to reduce the additiona l complexity requi red in 
a MIMO system. 
The transmission of SI, as explained above, is cri t ical in the SLM 
scheme, which, when corrupted, leads to a high ri k of interpreting all of 
the transmitted symbols incorrectly. It i thus adv isable to protect such 
information using the diversity gain afforded by MIMO transmission. 
By employing a MIMO system, mult iple spatial channels are created 
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and it is unlikely that all t he channel wil l fade simul taneou ly. Recent 
work in [12] is based upon exploit ing the e advantages. However, t hi 
work is li mited to two t ransmit and one receive antennas. 
In t hi chapt 1' , for MllvIO-OFD?lI, (the focus is a multiple- input single-
outpu t (MISO) system easily generalizable to a MIMO case), t he pro-
posed technique in [12] is extended to increase the available diversity 
gain and the PAPR performance of a quasi-orthogonal space-time block 
code (QO-STBC) by using the SLM technique for PAPR reduction. To 
'implify op ration , instead of applying individual SLMs to each an-
tenna, the sequence with the lowc t PAPR over foUl' t ransmit antennas 
is selected . Using SLM in a MIMO-OFDiVl system can improve the 
overall bit-error rate (BER) performance as compared to using SLM in 
a SISO-OFD IVI ystem and increase the reliabili ty of SI at t he expense 
of the overall PAPR reduct ion gain. Th interaction between the feed-
back neceSS81'y for maxi mum di versity gain in the full rate QO-STBC 
scheme being exploited and the proposed SLM scheme is also d iscussed. 
In the next ection, the concept of QO-STBC is presented . Transmi t 
diver ity with space-t ime block coding is explained in Section 4.2. An 
overview of orthogonal space-t ime blo k-codes (OSTBCs) and quasi-
orthogonal space-time block codes (QO-STBCs) is given. In Section 
4.3 , t he proposed PAPR mi t igat ion scheme is di scussed. Simulation 
re 'ul ts are provided in Sect ion 4.4. F inally, Section 4.5 gives the chapter 
SUmlll81Y 
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4.2 Transmit Diversity with Space-Time Block Code 
The deployment of multiple receive antennas at the mobile station may 
not be feasible due to size, available power through a battery and cost 
constraints. On the other hand , the ba e station is not as restricted in 
terms of these limi tations, this has therefore motivated the research of 
transmit diversity to provide spatial diversity for the downlink channel 
using multiple transmit antennas at the base station. In [41], OSTBC 
wcre first proposed for two-transmit antennas by Alamout i and later 
were extended to a more general number of transmit antennas in the 
context of general orthogonal designs. A distinct feature of OSTBCs 
i their- low decoding complexity, which renders them att ractive when 
receiver complexity is at a premium. However, t he goal of space-time 
coding is to achieve maximum rate and maximum diversity of Lt x LT> 
where Lt and Lr represent the number of transmit and receive antennas 
respectively. In this section, the Alamouti and QO-STBCs code are 
briefly reviewed and discus ed. 
4.2.1 Alamouti Code 
A very simple and eHective OSTBC cod ing scheme which achieves full 
diversity, i.e. there a re two uncorrelated paths, and full rate, i. e. two 
symbols are tran mitted over two time slots, for two transmi t and 
one/two receive antennas was introduced by Alamouti [41J. The code 
matrix for this scheme can be described as follows: 
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(4.2.1) 
where cach row represents a t ime slot and each column rcprc cnt the 
transmission from one antenn a ovcr time. SI and S2 are complex signals 
to be transmi tted and the operation C)' denotes complex conjugate. 
For the Alamouti scheme described by (4.2.1 ), at a given symbol pe-
riod , two symbols are simultaneously transmitted from tw antennas 
over a frcquency-flat Rayleigh fading channel. The transmitted ymbol 
from antcnna one is SI and t he symbol t ransmi tted from antenna two 
is S2. Then at the next time lot, -S; is transmitted from antenna one 
and S; i transmitted from antcnna two. It should be noted that t his 
code bclongs to the class of OSTBCs since the columns of the trans-
mission matrix Y12 are ort hogonal to each other. In other words, the 
signal sequences from any two transmi t antennas are orthogonal and 
the tran mi sion matrix satisfi es t he following identity: 
N 
Y1 2 Y{~ = L IS,,12 X J (4.2.2) 
n= ] 
where N is the number of symbol , Sn is t he nth complex symbol and 
J denotes the 2 x 2 ident ity matrix. 
The orthogonality ensures that full transmi t diversity is possible and at 
t he samc time, it allows thc receiver to decouple the signals t ransmi tted 
from different antennas and consequent ly allows simple symbol wise 
maximum likelihood (ML) dc oding [41]. 
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The received signal, at two ucces 'ive t ime slots can be written as: 
( 4.2.3) 
where n l and n2 are independent, zero-mean ircularly ymmetric, ad-
ditive whi te Gaus ian noise samples. The channel coefficient , hI and 
h2 , are assumed to remain static over two t ime slots (symbol periods). 
Equation (4.2.3) can now be re-written as: 
[ 
1'1 ] = ' [hI h2 ] [ SI ] + [ nl ] 
1'; 11; -hf S2 n; 
(4.2.4 ) 
, v ' ''-v--'' "-v--" 
H x n 
From (4.2.4), it should be noted that H is proportional to a unitary 
matrix , i.e. , H "' H = (E~= d hiI2) J, which is due to the fact that the code 
matrix in (4.2 .1 ) is orthogonal2 Assuming perfect channel tate infor-
mation (CSI) i known at the receiver, the transmi tted data symbols SI 
and S2 can be estimated by first combining the received signals linearly 
accord ing to the following equation: 
(4.2.5) 
(4. 2.6) 
where § = [SI S2]T. Then, to decode SI, the receiver finds the closest 
2The Hermitian conjugate of a matrix is the complex conjugate t ranspose, i.e. 
fill = (W )T 
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symbol to SI in the con tellation. Likewise, the decoding of 32 relies on 
the closest symbol to S2 in the constellation. Next, consider the case 
of more than two t ransmit antennas, in order to increase the available 
diversity gain . 
4.2.2 Open-loop versus closed-loop QO-STBCs in MIMO-OFDM 
Systems 
OSTBCs discu. sed in t he last section exploit full diversity gain and 
provide full code rate with low complexity linear ML decoding. Un-
fortunately, the achievable rate with OSTBCs is relatively low when-
ever more than two transmit antennas are used with complex constel-
lations. However, in a number of wireless communications applica-
tion [42] achieving high transmission rate can be more important than 
achieving maximal di ver ity gain. These considerat ion motivate the 
development of quasi-orthogonal space-time block codes (QO-STBCs) 
which, in the open- loop case, trade diversity gain and decoding simplic-
ity for enhancing transmission rate [43] [44]. In [43], t he QO-STBCs 
were defined for the special case of L, = 4 transmit anten nas by the 
following form of transmission matrix: 
SI S2 Sa S. 
[ 9" 9. 1 s· Si _SO S* - 2 • 3 g 14 = = (4 .2.7) 
- g *34 g *12 S· _So S· S; - 3 4 1 
S4 - Sa - S2 S1 
where g pb is Alamouti's code matrix defined in (4.2. 1), the operation 
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(.)* denotes complex conjugation of 9pb and 934 denotes t he 2 x 2 ma-
t rix which contains block symbols S3 and S4 . Notice tha t this is in 
cont rast to (4.2.1 ) where S, and S2 are individual symbols. The form 
of (4.2.7) wi th block symbols, is targeted at the OFDiVI scenario. The 
t ransmit matrix 9", corresponds to four transmit antennas transmit-
ting a symbol block of fom OFDM symbol intervals. The n th column of 
this matrix corresponds to the blocks transmitted from the it" antenna 
at con ecutive symbol interva ls. 
Bin 
Sp-S;,-S;,S4 / 
/~ I · lFFT STBC ary Data . · + t--
-j 
--3 SIP . Block CP mappmg Encoder · ata ~ S4 Trans ----'i S4 ,S;,S;, SI 
4 
Input d mit 
rl A 
SI 
FFT STBC Binary 
Block • A PIS Data 
Receive CP Decoder S4 demapping Output data 
r4 
Channel Estimalor 
Figure 4.1. Block diagram of t he baseband QO-STBC scheme for 
MIMO-OFDM tran mission wi t h four transmit and one receive anten-
nas . 
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Figure 4.1 describes the block diagram of the open-loop uncoded (in the 
sense that no other coding, such as convolu t ive coding wi th interleav-
ing, i used) QO-STBC MIMO-OFDM transmission system considered 
in this chapter. Binary input data first go through a mapping sy tern 
which is ty pically to form the binary data into a complex quadratme 
amplit ude modulation (QAM ) constellation to enhance spectral effi-
ciency. A binary to gray code mapper could also be included to reduce 
BER but thi is not included in t hi work. N x 1 vectors, consist-
ing of complex valued symbol , are formed through serial-to-parallel 
conversion and represented by Si, i = 1, .. . , 4. The four data blocks 
Si are then pace-t ime encoded and t ran mi tted over fom consecutive 
block intervals t hrough fom antennas u ing the QO-STBC code ma-
trix in (4.2.7). To eliminate inter-symbol-interference (IS1), a cyclic 
prefix (CP) of length greater than the length of the channel impulse 
response is added for each OFDM symbol before the transmission . The 
addition of the CP also forces the effective channel convolu tion ma-
trix to be cyclic so that the FFT matrix diagonalizes the channel. It 
is assumed that the transmi tted signal is propagated through quasi-
static frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels, i. e. t he channels 
remain constant over the block interval of the quasi-orthogonal tmns-
mission, and is received by onc receive antenna. Each channel between 
the transmi t antenna i and the receive antenna is a sumed to have L 
independent multi path (channel taps) where the channel impulse re-
sponse vector in discrete time is given by [hi(O), hi (l ), ... , hi(L - 1)] . 
The channel frequency response at the kIll frequency subcarrier for a 
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MIMO-OFDM system can be expressed as: 
1-- 1 
Hi(k) = L hi (l)e- j2"lk/N , 0 ~ k ~ N - 1 ( 4.2.8) 
l= O 
where hi(l) is t he l-th tap channel impulse response wi th zero mean 
complex Gaussian random variable and variance of al , where E{;"'c/al = 
1. At the receiver, the CP is removed a nd the signals are decoded using 
CSI obtained through a t raining-based estimator [43]. The received 
symbol in the kt!, subcarrier is therefore written as: 
Tl (k) hl (k) h2(k) h3(k) h4(k) Cl (k) nl (k) 
T2(k) h;(k) - hT (k) h~ ( k) - h3(k) C2(k) n2 (k) 
= + 
Tj(k) hj(k) h~(k) - hT(k) - h;(k) c3(k) n3(k) 
T4(k) h4(k) - h3(k) - h2(k) hl (k) c4(k) n,l(k) 
~ y '~ '---.r------' 
c(k ) H(k) x(k) n (k) 
(4.2.9) 
At the receiver, t he matched fil tering is performed in each subcarrier k 
= 0, ... , N-1, a follows: 
S(k) = H " (k)H (k)x(k) + H II (k)n(k) 
i(k) 0 0 a(k) 
0 i (k) -a(k) 0 
= x + ii ( 4.2.10) 
0 - a(k) i(k) 0 
a(k) 0 0 i(k) 
, 
y 
LI. 
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where i(k) = L:~= I Ih;(kW, a(k) = ~{h~(k) h4(k) - h;(k)h3 (k )} and 
~{.} denotes t he real part of a complex quantity. 
It should be noted that C:;. in (4.2.10) is not d iagonal ; off-d iagonal non-
zero terms reduce the diversity gain of the code. However, to achieve 
a full diversity gain in QO-STBC, the off-diagonal terms of .a. should 
be forced to zero. One good olution to eLiminate a in (4.2. 10) was 
presented in [45], where the ignal transm itted from t he t hird and fourth 
antennas are rotated by a common phase term e-j </>· as follow: 
a(k) = 2 ~{{h;(k)h4(k) - h;(k)h3 (k)}e- j </>· } 
= 2 ~{x(k)e-j</>·} (4.2.11) 
where the magnitude of the off-diagonal element a( k) is reduced or 
eliminated . However, this required that the product in (4.2. 11) should 
be a complete imaginary number. It is shown in [46J that t his can be 
ach ieved if and only if <Pk E [-1T/2 ,1T/2). 
iVli t igation of the PAPR of the t ime domain signals resu lting from uch 
a QO-STBC MIMO-O FDM scheme is next considered. 
4.3 The proposed approach 
In t hi s section the four antenna space-time block quasi-orthogonal lvIIMO-
OFDivl technique is considered with feedback as in [45J to obtain full 
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d i versi ty and full rate performance. 
The time-domain OFDM signal, transmitted from the ith transmit an-
tenna is represented algebraically as: 
N - I 
sdnJ = ~ L e;(k)e32n"k/ I_N , 0 :::; n :::; LN - 1 
k= O 
(4. 3.1 ) 
where si[nJ, i = 1, 2,3,4 denote the complex valued time-domain trans-
mitted symbols, j = FT, L is the oversampling factor and e;(k) is the 
k t " subcarrier of the it" t ransmit antenna. 
It i assumed that th block code matrix in (4.2. 7) is t ransmi t ted in 
the form of quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) symbols through 
a frequency selective channel and the signal is received with only one 
receive antenna. Between each t ransmitter and the one receive antenna, 
it i · assumed that a multi path channel exists and that the coefficients 
of t hat channel are modelled by independent, complex valued, random 
var iables with zero mean and uni ty variance. It is also assumed that 
each multi path channel is quasi-static. The PAPR associated with a 
MI1V[O-OFDM system can be defined as [4J: 
(4.3.2) 
where aVl'g[·J, E{·} and 1·1 represent respectively the average element, 
t he statistical expected value and the absolute value of the input sym-
bols. 
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Since the peak power of the time-domain signal is not affected by block 
complex conjugation and sign-change in the frequency domain, PAPR 
reduction needs only to be measured on the first period of the OFDM 
blocks. It i natural to individually apply SUI'] in Section 3.1.4 to 
each antenna in QO-STBC. The OFDiV] symbol , Si, is mapped to a 
number of M independent candidate symbols representing the same 
information. Then , the candidates [e;(O), .. .. , e;(N - 1)] are generated by 
multiplying carrier-wise the original OPDM frame with M phase vectors 
b(m) [b(m) b(m) ] b(m) {±1 ± .} S· I L . = 0 , ... , N - I' k E , J. IIlce t lere are ,transmIt 
antennas, t his result in NIL, set of subcarriers vectors. Finally, a set 
with the minimum average PAPR over L, transmit antennas is chosen. 
In order to recover the data at the recei ver , SI bits of length Z = 
[lOg2(M)], for each subcarrier , have to be transmitted to indicate which 
sequence was used in the transmitter. The detection probability of t his 
SI can be given by: 
Pd = 1 - Z x ( ( 4.3.3) 
in which 
(4.3.4) 
where f3 = J 1 and D represents the number of diversity chan-
I + I / SNR 
nels carrying the same SI [4]. 
In the proposed combined scheme, SI is best tran mitted ov r locations 
that are evenly distributed in frequency. In this work , QPSK modula-
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tion which means that each carries needs log2Q bits, is used and the 
OFOM frame is divided into foul' uniformly separated regions across 
the fr -quency range as follows: 
(i - 1) N ~,. if i < h - 'I 
ki = 
3N Z N L 
N - [1~g2Q + 21- (!f -i) 
3N Z 
N - [~I + (Lt - i) 
if h < i < h + 1 4 - 4 (4 .3.5) 
if l;t- + 1 < i :5 Lt 
N - [2Zlog2Q]( Lt - i) if i2: L t 
OFDM Frame 1 • 
~(1L)----------------~ 
OFDM Frame 2 L-_~.~ ______ -----' 
(40) 
OFDM Frame 3 • (80) 
OFDM Frame 4 • (120) 
Figure 4.2. Example shows the locations of SI in QO-STBC wi t h 
N = 128, Lt = 4, Z = 2 and Q = 4. 
where Lt denotes the number of transmit antennas. An example of 
t his is shown in Figure 4.2 . By doing this, t he SI is positioned as far 
apart across frequency as possible to maximize the frequency diversity 
gain and t hat same SI is transmitted on all of t he antennas, which 
ma.ximizes the spatial diversity. In the combined SLM approach , t he 
selection among those M random sequences is made according to the 
average PAPR acros the antennas and the corresponding cumulative 
complem ntary distribution function (CCDF) of the best sequence is: 
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( 4.3. 6) 
where I is the threshold of PAPR and !vI i the phase vector number 
and IVs = Lt x IV. Next, a numerical evaluation of the performance of 
this approach is considered. 
4.4 Simulation Results 
The CCDF performance of the scheme was initially considered and t he 
analytical resul ts compared wi th the numerical results. In particula r, 
Figure 4.3 confirms that, as the possible number of subsequences M 
changes from 1 to 4, with an ov rsampling factor of 1; t h curve slope 
is increased . Iso, it can be seen that t he analytical curve according to 
(4 .3.6) are ntially identical to the simulation results. In this figure, 
consider when the probability of PAP R > I = 0.001 in this case when 
NI = 1 the value of I > 10.5 dB. However, when NI = 4 the value of I 
is between 8 and 9.5 dB demonstrating at least a 1 dB reduction. 
Figure 4.4 generates a more accurate representation of the true PAPR 
tlu'ough oversampling by a factor of 4. Important ly, in the case of QO-
STBCs for example, t he minimum PAPR t hreshold that was fou nd is 
different. In the case of no interpolation for t he combined scheme, the 
minimum PAPR achieved wa 9 dB for the combined QO-STBCs. How-
ever, with interpolation , the new minimum PAPR changed to 9.5 dB 
for the same number of antemla . This 0.5 dB di fference corresponds to 
properly finding the peaks in the time-domain signal tlu'ough the over-
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sampling operation. In Figure 4.5, the BER performance of the com-
plete SLr-I-based SISO-OFDM systems is shown and compared with 
the proposed combined closed-loop phase scheme and the open-loop 
scheme both for four transmit and one receive antennas over frequency 
selective channels, N = 128 and M = 2. It is noted that, at BER 
= 0.01 the closed-loop scheme needs Eb/ No of approximately 8.5 dB 
while this value increased to at least 1'1 dB with the SISO-OFDM SLM 
scheme. Moreover, t he overall BER performance matches the perfect 
SI detection when exploiting four-antenna diversity. 
For the final simulation, in Figure 4.6, t he probability of detection of 
SI for both Lt = 2 MIMO-STBC and Lt = 4 QO-STBCs based on 
the SLM technique is provided. It can be observed that when Lt = 2, 
both the numerical and the analyt ical results give a probability of SI 
detection around 0.95 at Eb/ No = 1 dB and with Lt = 4, t his probabi li ty 
is increased by approximately 4% confirming the uti li ty of the scheme. 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter, a combined SLlVl approach was proposed for PAPR 
mit igation in MIMO-OFDM transmission over a four t ran mi t antenna 
sy tern which exploits closed loop operation with a full rate and full 
diversity QO-STBC. Performance im provement was demonstrated in 
terms of comparison with SLM-based SISO-OFDM systems in terms of 
average BER and probabil ity of SI detection. 
It is evident that t llis proposed scheme i a promi ing solu tion for eon-
iderably increasing the probability of SI detection. The QO-STBC 
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scheme nee Is to operate in closed- loop mode in order to have full di-
versity and fu ll rate. To achieve thi , feedback is required from the 
receiver to the transmitter. When 'uch feedback is used at the tran -
mi tter, the transmitted symbols are rotated by a phase value. This 
operation should not be performed in isolat ion from the phase rota-
tions that are being applied in terms of the PAPR mitigation scheme. 
Therefore, the next chapter will be looking at the combinat ion of the 
feedback together with the PAPR mit igation. 
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Figure 4.3. CCOF of PAPR, the [Tam e with minimum average PAPR 
is selected out of M statist icaUy independent frames for both single 
and combined SLM methods, L, = 4 t ransmi t antennas, N = 128, and 
QPSJ< modulates each cal'rier , an oversampling factor of uni ty . 
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Figure 4.4. CCOF of PAPR, t he frame with minimum average PAPR 
i elected out of AI tati t icaUy independent frames for both single 
and combined SLM methods, L, = 4 t r ansmi t antennas, N = 128, and 
QPSJ< modulates each carrier , an over sampling factor of 4. 
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F igure 4.5. BER comparison with respect to side information for both 
ingJe and combined SLM methods of QO-STBCs with and without 
feedback , N = 128 and M = 2. 
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Chapter 5 
JOINT SLM AND 
CLOSED-LOOP QO-STBC 
FOR PAPR MITIGATION IN 
MIMO-OFDM 
TRANSMISSION 
In Chapter 4, it was highlighted t hat a quasi-orthogonal space-time 
block code (QO-STBC) MIMO-OFDM transmission can attain full di-
ver ity and full rate when the third and fomt h antennas are rotated 
by a common phase angle. This however requires N feedback bit s for 
each frequency, k, which imposes too much of an overhead constraint on 
the uplink channel. This chapter therefore builds upon the work of the 
previous chapter by practically choosing the feedback angles together 
with he appropriate sequences within the SLM scheme. Th · number 
of bits needed to represent the feed back phase angles wi ll be reduced 
by exploiting the correlation across fr ·quencies of the required rotation 
82 
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angles1. Study of QO-STBC and PAPR mitigation in the context of 
closed-loop MIMO-OFDtlII with a realistic amount of feedback is then 
undertaken. The term 'closed- loop' is used to highlight that channel 
state information mu t be fed back from the receiver to the transmi tter. 
5.1 Overview 
The closed-loop quasi-orthogonal space time block coding (QO-STBC) 
scheme developed by Toker, Lambothoran and Chambers has much 
attraction due to its full diversity and fu ll ratc. This scheme exploi ts 
fcedback from the receiver to the transmitter by rotating the third 
and fomth antelmas by a common phase angle as described in the 
previous chapter. However, th is technique ignores the efl'ect of increased 
PAPR introduced by the phase rotations, and the associated demands 
on the rang · of linearity of transmission power ampli fiers. Moreover, 
the feedback u ed for closed-loop operation is impractical. Therefore, 
the goal of t his chapter is to reduce the number of the feedback bits 
whilst minimizing the PAPR. 
Two symbols within an OFDM frame a re therefore either used for trans-
mitting selected mapping SI or for PAPR mitigat ion, thereby retaining 
the diversity gain of the multiple antennas whi lst being able to perform 
the PAPR mi tigation. For an OFDM system with 128 subcarriers and 
QPSJ( data symbols, the new sch me shows that the multiple an enna 
PAPR can be effectively reduced. Furthermore, the BER performance 
is compared with respect to SI for both the un-quantized and quantized 
IThis work was presented at t he Eusipco2008 conference 147) 
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closed-loop QO-STBC. 
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In the next section , back-
ground material is presented. Next, in Section 5.3 , t he PAPR reduction 
in closed-loop QO-STBC for lvIIivIO-OFDM transmission, in par ticu-
lar the issue of rotating two symbols in the OFDlvl frame in place of 
sending usefu l information , whilst maintaining the diversity gain , i 
presented. Simulation results are provided in Section 5.4. Practical 
issues in feedback are introduced in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 
conta ins the chapter summary. 
5.2 Background 
In Chapter 4, it was highlighted that a pace-t ime block code for com-
plex symbols with full diversity and full code rate does not exist for 
more than two transmit antennas. However, t he feedback scheme pro-
posed by Jafarkhani and Foschini for QO-STBCs in [43] solved th 
non-orthogonali ty by rotating the signals from two antennas before the 
transmission ba ed on the information provided by the receiver. As-
wlling that the symbol transmitted from the third and the fourth an-
tennas are rotated by a common phase ejOk and the phase rotation on 
transm itted ymbols is equivalent to rotating the corresponding channel 
coefficients phases, t he new off-diagonal term can be written as: 
(5. 2.1) 
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where X(k ) = hr (k)h,,( k) - h;(k)h3(k). In order to eliminate the inter-
ference ter m, o« k ), the result of (5 .2.1) should be a complete imaginary 
number. Thi can be achieved when LX(k) - LI/>k = ±1r / 2. Therefore, 
feeding back the exact va lue of the pbase angles with fixed or Aoating 
point number representat ions can require very large feedback overhead. 
Moreover, in a practical application t his may not be possible due to the 
very limited feedback bandwidth. T he numb · r of f edback bi ts required 
from the receiver to the tran mitter hould be kept as Iow a possible. 
Assuming a practical scenario that only f( bits are allowed for the 
feedback, the discrete feedback information corresponding to the pha e 
rPk will b an element of the et {rPk E v = {±2x"+1(2n - l)} ,n = 
1,2, ... , 21< - 1} computed as: 
rPk = ar g min lR{x(k) eiik } (5.2 .2) 
i kEl1 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the phase feedback required for a 64 point OFDM 
symbol over a particular frequency selective channel of length t hree. 
A two level quantized phase -1r/4 and 1r/4 is a lso shown in the same 
figure. It can be seen that the required phase feedback is a highly 
correlated waveform in frequency. So instead of feedback of 64 indi-
vidual frequencies, these are divided into five groups and each group 
is represented by only one pha e angle as shown in Table 5.1 , hence 
the number of feedback bits is reduced significantly, but , of course, the 
group locations must also be transmi tted. 
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Group no. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
n ·cquency subsets 
0-14 
15 - 16 
16 - 23 
23 - 28 
2 - 64 
Phase angle (rad ians) 
-0.8 
o 
+ 0.8 
o 
-0.8 
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Table 5.1. Quantization of 64 consecutive subcarriers into five groups 
in closed-loop QO-STBC required to reduce t he feedback overhead. 
5.3 PAPR reduction in Closed- loop QO-STBC 
Consider that the block code matrix in (4.2.7) with quadrature phase-
shift keying (QPSK) ymbols is used to transmit through a frequency 
selcctive channel, and the signal is received with only the rcceive an-
tenna. Betwecn each t ransmitter and rcceive antcnna, thc channel is 
multi path and the coefficients of t he channel are modelled by inc\e-
pendent, complex-valued random variables with zcro mean and uni ty 
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vanance. Also, consider that each multi path channel is quasi-static 
over a quasi-orthogonal transmission interval. 
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Figure 5.2. Block diagram of the proposed closed-loop joint QO-
STBCing and PAPR concept. 
Thecli crete-time samples ofOFDt-1 signal si[n],i = 1, ... ,4,n = O, ... , LN-
1 with N subcalTiers can be expressed as: 
N - I 
s;[n] = ~ L c.;(k)ej2.nk/LN , 0 :s; n :s; LN - 1 
k=O 
(5.3 .1) 
where j = ;=I, L is t he oversampling factor and c.;(k) is the kt" sub-
carrier of the it" transmit antenna. 
The PAPR can be calculated as: 
(5.3.2) 
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where aV7·g[·]' E{-} and 1·1 repre nt respectively t he average element, 
the statistical expected value and the absolu te value of the inpu t sym-
bols. 
In a PA PR reduction problem, the peak value of t he time-domain sig-
na l bould be bounded by a specific va lue max[ls;[nJIl :5 I Itn. This 
bound on the t ime-domain signal after sampling t ranslates easily to t he 
frequency-domain because the IFFT is linear. Stated concisely, without 
loss of generality, the goal of t he new scheme is to use two symbols in t he 
OFDM frame, which had previously been used for SI (see Cha pter 4) in 
t he two antenna MIlvIO-SLlIl scheme, to rotate the third a nd fourth an-
tennas by one of a set of pre-defined rotation angles to reduce the PAPR 
after applying the rotation angles to t he ot her symbols in t he OFDM 
frame necessary in clo ed-Ioop QO-STBC scheme. These rotation an-
gle , (3" (32, a re element of the set {(3I ,rh E 1/1 = 1fT /8, T = 1, ... , 8} and 
chosen to satisfy: 
{(31,(32} = argmin P APRAIIMo ((3" (32) 
{iJ"iJ,lE'" 
(5 .3.3) 
These rotation angles keep the complexity of the opt imization search 
within bounds, i.e. 64 rotations mllst be examined when exha ustive 
search is employed as in this chapter. The value 64 was found by 
experimentat ion to be a good compromise between accuracy and com-
plexity. 
The SL;\l1 method, explained in Chapter 4. is ap plied in conj unction 
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wi th the propsed scheme to further reduce the PAPR in the OFDM 
signals. Note that in the SLM approach all of the M subvectors ar e as-
sumed to be known to both t he transmi tter and the receiver. In order to 
recover the data at the receiver SI bi ts of length [log2(M )] at each sub-
carrier have to be transmi tted to indicate which out of the bAt sequences 
was used in the transmitter. In thi proposed combined scheme, t he SI 
bi ts are transmitted over two symbol in the OFDM frame. T he posi-
t ions of these two symbol are chosen so as to maximize the frequency 
diversity across the frame as in [12] and that same SI is tran mi tted on 
two antennas which maximizes the patial diversity. T he position of the 
SI information wi thin the other two antemlas is exploited to mit igate 
the PAPR increase due to the feedback coeffi cients. 
5.4 Simulation results 
In t his section, a simulation for a complex ba eband OFDl'vi system 
wi th N = 128 ubchannel , employing QPSK for four transmi t and one 
receive antennas over a frequency selective fading channel by using 105 
randomly generated OFDM block symbols is presented. 
Figure 5.3 shows evaluation results in terms of the CCDF of imple-
menting the new scheme when applied to closed-loop QO-STBC with 
an oversampl ing factor of uni ty, L = 1. As seen from Figure 5.3 , a t the 
probabi lity of 0.001 , t he new scheme without SLM achieves approxi-
mately 0.3 dB PAPR reduction of the threshold, "(, as compared wi th 
the closed-loop QO-STBC. However, by combining the SLM approach 
with both schemes, the PAPR improves by 1.8 dB at the ame probabil-
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ity. It can also be seen from Figme 5.3 that the t heoretical expressions 
defined in (4.3.6) are in exceUent agreement with the simulation resul ts. 
10-3 -a--- CL QO-STBC wo\SLM 
--e- New Scheme wo\SLM 
-+- Analytica l Results 
-11- CL QO-STBC w\SLM 
_ New Scheme w\SLM 10-4L-____________________ ~~L_~ ____ ~~~~ 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Y [dB] 
Figure 5.3. CCDF of the PAPR, the frame with minimum average 
PAPR for the conventional closed-loop QO-STBC techni [LIe and th 
new scheme both combined with t he SLM method , N = 128, M = 4 
and with QPSK modulation, oversam pling factor of wlity. 
As already anticipated in Chapter 2, the continuous PAPR has a be-
hav iow· that cannot be accurately described by t he Nyquist frequency 
sampled digital signal, L = 1. Accord ing to [17] and [27], the presen e 
of peaks in the continuou time-domain signal can be detected with 
proper confidence when L = 4, see Figm e 5.4. The identical notation , 
as in Figure 5.3, is shown in the curves presented in Figure 5.4 , which 
confu-ms the proposal. However, the absolute value of 'Y is increased to 
the right, supporting that this is a more accurate representation of the 
performance. 
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F igure 5.4. CCDF of the PAPR, the frame with mini mum average 
PAPR for the convent ional closed-loop QO-STBC technique and the 
new scheme both combined with the SLM method, N = 128, M = 4 
and wi th QPSK modulation, oversampling factor of four. 
In Figure 5.5 the effect of only transmitt ing the SI information in two 
of the four antennas compared wi th a single antenna i inve tigated. 
This shows the overall average bi t-error rate (BER) performance of the 
conventional (un-quantized) closed-loop QO-STBC system with infi-
nite precision feedback and assuming exact SI information is ava ilable 
at the receiver or that it is detected at the receiver. Addi tionally, for 
a more practical solut ion the feedback is quantized to two levels and 
the ame two cases for SI information are compared. The curves for 
exact and detected SI information are considered in both cases, t hereby 
confirming that transmission of SI information over only two antennas 
i sufficient in clo ed-loop QO-STBC. However, if t he SI is transmi tted 
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from one transmit antenna as in single- in put single-output (SISO) sys-
tem, it is les likely to detect t he original signal correct ly. Figure 5.5 
demonst rates a degradation of approximately 2 dB between the exact 
and the detected value of SI in SISO-OFDM system. 
10or--~---'----r---~--'---lI==:==C~~Sl--~ Oetected SI. 
Un-quantized 
CL QO- STBC 
- -& - Exact SI. 
tl-';'e 
Quantized 
-&-G ~ 
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10·' '-__ "'-__ -'-__ -'-__ -'-__ --': __ --'~____"L_ __ _':_ __ _'_ __ __' 
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Figure 5 .5. BER comparison with respect to ide informat ion for 
convent ional closed- loop QO-STBC, quantized closed-loop QO-STBC 
and SISO-OFDM for N = 12 and M = 4. 
5.5 Practical issues in feedback 
One of the major cha llenges in closed-loop QO-STBC is the use of 
feedback. For t ime-division duplex (TDD) systems, the channels in the 
uplink and the downlink can be assumed to be ident ical and therefore 
the feedback issues become straightforward , whereas feedback would be 
more important in frequency division duplex (FDD ) where the infor-
mation has to be transmitted from the receiver to the transmitter and 
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therefore channel stationarity is a key issue. In practice, by exploiting 
the strong correlation in the feedback sequence among the subcarriers, 
the feedback overhead could be decreased [46J. 
5.6 Summary 
Despite the pleasing properties that the closed-loop QO-STBC ~HMO­
OFDM scheme provides, it , however, does not take PAPR mitigation 
into account. In this chapter, t he occurrence of PAPR over all trans-
mitted antenn as in the closed-loop QO-STBC MIMO-OFDM scheme 
was studied. The pro po ed technique resolved t his problem, with low 
complexi ty, by using only two phase rotations in certain frequency bins. 
Simulation results demonstrated that the proposed algori t hm provide 
a considerable reduction of 2.4 dB at t he probabili ty of 0.001 when it 
is combined with the SLM cheme. Furthermore, t he scheme fully uti-
lized the available degrees of freedom produced by employing multi ple 
antennas and embedded a small number of redundancy required for SI 
detection. 
Chapter 6 
PAPR MITIGATION IN 
CLOSED LOOP QO-STBCS 
USING CARI SCHEME 
Closed loop quasi-orthogonal space time block codes (QO-STBCs) have 
been receiving a great deal of attention as a solution for full spatial di-
versity and full code rate broad band tran mi sion in four transmit and 
one receive antenna systems. However, despi te the pleasing propert ies 
of this approach , it doe not consider t he effect of high peak-to-average 
power ratio (PAPR). In t his chapter, the aim ofthe work is to reduce the 
occurrence of PAPR over a ll antennas when applied to multiple-input 
multiple-outpu t orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (IvlIIvlO-
OFDIvl) by extending an existing technique called cross-antenna 1'0-
tat ion and inversion (CARI) to closed loop QO-STBCs1. Addi tionally, 
the PAPR is further reduced by including a crambling algorithm2 
Th is new combined approach offers a PAPR that is significant ly lower 
IThis work was presented at the IMA 2008 conference [48[. 
2This work was submitted to the Hindawi Advanced in Signal Processing journal 
[491· 
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than the original CARI approach. Furthermore, t he proposed schemes 
perform PAPR mi t igation whilst maintaining the diversity gain of the 
mul t iple antennas. Por an OPOM system with 256 ubcarrier and 
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) data symbols, the new schemes 
ar shown by simulation study to reduce effectively the multiple an-
tenna PAPR. Moreover, it is shown that by considering only four per-
mutations, t he PAPR can be decreased wi th limi ted complexity, so that 
the scheme is more practical. Compared with Chapters 4 and 5, simu la-
tion resul ts how that calculating the overall PAPR based on minimum 
maximum (minimax) is more effective than using the minimum average 
(miniaverage) criterion. 
6.1 Overview 
As with single- input single-output OFOlVI (SISO-OFDM), one of t he 
main disadvantages of M I~ IO-OFOlVI is that the signals transmitted 
from different antennas might exhibit a prohibit ively large peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR). In [26], a method was proposed for the 
recluction of PAPR for STBC MIMO-OFOM, called successive sub-
optimal cross-antenna rotation3 and inversion (SS-CARl), in which 
the input OPOM frame is partit ioned into M subblocks of equal size, 
then subblockwise rotations and inversions across two antenna are per-
formed. Starting from the first subblock, four different OFOM sequence 
sets are formed where all t he other subblocks remain unchanged, then 
3The term antenna rotation denotes the multiplication of the signal at a par-
ticular antenna by a comple-x phase term, this meaning holds whenever this term is 
used throughout the remainder of the thesis. 
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the sequence et which yields the lowest maximum PAPR is selected 
and by doing this for a ll M subblocks successively the result ing PAPR 
shows better performance and similar complexity compared with the 
simplified SLr'vl scheme. Anot her suboptimal scheme called random 
RS-CART was also proposed in [26] where the sequence for each of 
the NI subblocks are chosen randomly from amongst tho e used in SS-
CARI, for a prescribed number of times P, and the symbol with the best 
PAPR performance will t hen be selected for transmission . However, to 
recover the data, 2iVI bits of side informat ion (SI) to indi ate the proper 
permutation have to be t ransmitted to the receiver and this SI is de-
creased with RS-CARI to llog2(P)J at the expense of a small reduction 
in PAPR mitigation. However, if this ·cheme is directly applied to 
quasi-orthogonal space-time block codes (QO-STBCs), the complexity 
would increase proportional to the addi tional number of transmi tting 
antennas, which is to be avoided. 
In this chapter, therefore, t he CART scheme is applied to closed loop 
QO-STBCs and its complexity is reduced by only considering four po si-
ble permutations and therefore the required SI remains the same as the 
original two optimal CARI schemes. In part icular , three methods are 
examined, successive suboptimal (SS) CARI, random subopt imal (RS) 
CARI and a new combined approach, scrambling and CARl. These 
techn iques are compared in terms of complement81·y cumulative den-
sity function (CCDF) simulations and the novel scrambling and CARI 
method yields the best performance. 
The rest of t his chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 a pro-
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posed a lgorithm based on CARl is in trod uced for PAPR reduction in 
closed loop QO-STBCs. Then, a suboptimal scheme, termed random 
subopt imal (RS) is introduced to red uce computational complexity. 
Another proposed algori t hm , but with remarkably less computat ional 
complexity, is presented in Section 6.3. Then, in Section 6.4, simulation 
results are set out . Fina lly, Section 6.5 pre nts the summary of the 
work. 
6 .2 SS and RS-CARl in QO-STBCs 
This section shows how Sand RS-CARl are applied to closed-loop 
QO-STBCs and how com putational complexity is reduced. 
6.2.1 Proposed Algorithm 
Consider N subcarriers of the closed loop QO-STBCs defined in Chapter 
4 with four transmit and one receive antennas t ransmi tting in t he form 
of quadrature phase-shi ft key ing (QPSK) ymbols through a frequency 
select ive baseband channel. Here the generator matrix for QO-STBCs 
is rewritten to empha ize th block symbols SI , S2 , S3, S. in the design: 
SI S2 S3 S4 
S· S· - S' S· 
9 14 = 
- 2 1 • 3 (6. 2.1) 
S· 
- 3 - S: S· 1 S· 2 
S. - S3 - 8 2 SI 
Also, the channel between each antenna and the receiver is consider d 
to be mu lti path and every multi path channel i assumed quasi-stat ic 
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Data ~ .~ IFFTl CP 
(/J p.. 
IFFTlCP 
Feedback 
Figure 6 .1. Block diagram to mitigate PAPR by combining closed 
loop QO-STBCs with the CARl scheme; four po ible permutations 
across two pairs of antennas are considered. 
over a quasi-orthogonal transmission interval where its coefficients are 
modelled by independent , complex-valued , random variables with zero 
mean and unity variance. A simplified block diagram of such a cheme is 
shown in Figure 6.1. All OFDM data symbol vector is first partitioned 
into M di joint ubblocks, {Si,i}J;l, each of length J( = N/ M. Then, 
star ting from the first subblock, each ubblock is swapped and inverted 
until the lowest maximum PAPR is found and by doing this for a ll 
M subblocks succe sively the PAPR achieved has better performance 
compared with the simplified concurrent4 minima-x SLM scheme [32]. 
However, u ing this scenar io would allow many possible rotations and 
inversion permutations since there are four transmit antennas. There-
fore , this complexity is red uced by only considering four pos ible per-
mutations, i.e. the fir t subblock has four possibilities denoted as 
4This means combin ing the PAPRs of the transmission blocks across multiple 
antennas. 
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-S2,1' -SI ,I , - S4,1, -S3,1 and similarly for the other AI[ ubblock , thu , 
t he required SI remains the same as in the original SS-CA RI cheme 
namely, 2M. It is known from Chapters 4 and 5 that the discrete-time 
samples of OFDM signal si[n], i = 1, ... , 4, n = 0, ... , LN - 1 with N 
suhcarriers, is defined a : 
N-I 
si[n] = ~ L e;(k)e?2n>lk/I_N , 0 ~ n ~ LN - 1 
k=O 
(6.2.2) 
where j = H, L is the oversampling factor and e;(k) is the ktlt sub-
carrier of t he it" transmit antenna. 
Since the performance of the PAPR i calculated by the worst case, t he 
PAPR MIMO-OFDM system is defined a : 
O< n< N I . - l 
( 
max ISi[nw) 
PAPRM1MO = m~x E{ lsi [nJl2} (6.2.3) 
where max[·]' E{-} and 1·1 repre ent re pectively the max.imum element , 
t he expected value and the absolute value of the input symbol . 
Given that P"" o = 1 - (1 - e- "') , which is the probability that a symbol 
normalized power exceeds the threshold, ,,(, then the probability that 
this happens on N independent ubcarrier is: 
(6.2.4) 
Then, the probability that t ills happen for AI[ independent alternatives 
on Lt number of antennas is: 
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(6.2.5) 
where Ns = N x Lt and Lt is the number of t ransmi t antennas. Here, 
it should be noted that finding the optimal sequence is still a compu-
tationally demanding problem. The RS-CARI scheme introduced in 
t he next subsection is more practical in a closed-loop QO-STBC sys-
tem since it uses less number of permutations to mit igate the PAPR 
problem. 
6.2 .2 Suboptimal Algorithm 
In a similar manner, the extension to RS-CARI for four antennas i 
restricted to the four permutations discussed in Section (6.2.1). Here, 
t he OFD~ I frame is mult iplied by a vector of the same length. This 
vector is one of the p-th rows of the following matrix: 
r = (6.2 .6) 
where a;,j i a random integer number from 1 to 4, repre ent ing the 
index of the four permutat ions described in Section (6. 2.1 ). By doing 
t his, the required SI is reduced to llog2 P J. In this case, an optimum 
PAPR is given by: 
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(6.2.7) 
To recover e; (k), it is necessary for the receiver to have a copy of r and 
to determine the vector index based on the lowest PAPR, P. 
6.3 New Combined Scrambling and CARI Scheme 
In t his sect ion, a new technique based on CARl is presented. In partic-
ular, the reduction technique employs a set of scrambling data before 
the CARI scheme is applied and then selects the transmi t ted OFDM 
symbols to be the ones which have the minimax PAPRs amongst all the 
transmission symbols from the four antennas. Here, it is cla imed that 
the PAPR reduction can be improved fmther if t he data samples within 
the ubblock are rearmnged in a more random pattern before the SS 
or RS-CARI is applied. In other words, the or iginal data sequence is 
scrambled by a set of 0 V-length scrambling sequences, {n [iJCd) } ~ol , 
where V = N / M and d is an integer such that d E [0, D - 1]. This 
means re-ordering the elements of a subblock such that they are more 
random in amplitude and thereby the PAPR is likely to be reduced. 
This is achieved by applying 0 V-length independent random inter-
leavers to the original data, denoted int (d) () Then, the sequence with 
the lowest PAPR is chosen for transmission. A pseudo-code description 
of t his algorithm is shown below, where MATLA B notation is exploited. 
Notice that the same scrambling sequences are used for all t ransmit 
antennas. Stated concisely when D = 4, without loss of generality, the 
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goal of this scheme is to use 4M symbols in total to represent the SI for 
both the SS-CARI permutation and t he choi e of interleavers. Equiv-
a lently, in the scrambled RS-CARI scheme, l210g2 (P)]J SI symbols 
a re used, which generally give a smaller value than for the scrambled 
SS-CARI method. 
Pseudo-code oJ scrambling SS-CAR! scheme Jor' closed loop QO-STBCs. 
======================================== 
dth InterleaveI' operator as int(d) (-) 
for q = 1:M (Down the subblocks) 
for d = 1:0 (Determin ing be t interleaver for subblock q) 
for.i = 1:4 
end ' j ' 
end cd ' 
- -PAPR(S3) , PAPR(S4 )); 
dopt (q) = arg min {PAPR(d)}; 
dE( I , .... ,D) 
for j = 1:4 (Store best int output of each subblock) 
s opt = int (dopt(q)) (S'. ). 
]q ] q J 
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end 'j' 
Store flipped a cross antenna best outputs: 
"op! _ SOP!. oPt SOP! . 
.J llq - 2q ' S12q = Iq I 
S OP! - SOP!. SOP! _ SOP!. 
13q - 'Iq I 14q - 3q I 
for j = 1:4 (Determining best subblock ordering) 
PAPR(I.j) = PAPR(S;); 
PAPR(2,j ) = PAPR(S;); 
PAPR(3,j ) = PAPR(S;); 
s - IS' (OP!)' J' J - j(1,q- l ) - Sl jq Sj (q+ Ut), 
end Ij' 
for j 1:4 
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end Iq' 
PAPR(j) = ma;x(PAPR(j, l ) PAPR(j,2) , , 
end I j' 
PAP R(j,3) PAP R(j,4)). , , 
xopt(q) = arg min {PAPR(X) } 
XE (I, ... . ,4) 
for j = 1:4 (Forming new frame at the qUI stage) 
if xopt(q)==l 
else if xopt(q)==2 
, [' ap,)' ] Sj = Sj(l ,q_ l ) -(Sjq S j(q+ UJ) ; 
else if xopt(q)==3 
, [' (OP') , J. Sj = Sj(1 ,q- l ) Sljq Sj(q+UJ) ' 
else 
, - [ , (OP') , J. Sj - Sj ( l ,q_ l) - Sljq Sj (q+ U>J) ' 
end Ij' 
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~) .... ) S~ contain the optimal in the minima.'{ sense frames 
to be transmitted over the [our antennas. 
\ 
dopt(q) q = 1 : AI 
Sf = 
xopt(q) q = 1 : M 
105 
======================================== 
The performance of the proposed schemes will be compared and ana-
lyzed by means of numerical simulations in the next section. 
6.4 Simulation results 
In this section, a simulation for a complex baseband OFOM ystem 
with N = 256 subchanncls, employing QPSI< for four transmit and 
one receive antennas over a frequency selective fad ing channel by using 
105 randomly generated OFOM block symbols is presented. Comple-
mentary cum ulative distribution function (CCOF) of PA PR is u ed to 
measure the performance which is defined as the probability that PAPR 
of OFOM symbols exceed a given threshold, "(. 
Figme 6.2 illustrates the PAP R reduct ion performance of the proposed 
scheme in Section 6.2.1 for M = 4 and M = 16 subblocks. Further-
more, the performance of SLM with the miniaverage select ion criterion 
used in Chapters 4 and 5 and a minimax select ion criterion , used in 
t his chapter, are added for compar ison . In F igure 6.2, the unmodified 
OF OM signal has a PAPR which is approximately 11.3 dB at CCOF = 
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10° r-~~~~~~--r---~~~~~------, 
--No PAPR reduction 
~Conc. SLM (miniaverage) 
- - - Conc. SLM (minimax) 
- - SS-CARI (minimax), M = 4 
--..- SS-CARI (minimax), M = 16 
M = 16 
1 0-4L_~ __ ~_----''----~Lh~_-L __ ~_---'-' __ --.l 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Y [dB I 
F igure 6,2, CCDF of the PAPR, the frame with minimax PAPR for 
the convent ional closed loop QO-STBC technique and SS-CARI for dif-
ferent values of subblocks M, N = 256 with QPSK and an oversampling 
factor of four. 
0.001. For the case with NI = 4 and M = 16, at the same probability, 
the PAPR performance of t he concurrent minimax SLlVI scheme shows 
an improvement of 2.3 dB and 3 dB respectively compared with the 
no PAPR reduct ion. However, t his improvement is degraded to 1.6 dB 
and 2.8 dB when the miniaverage SLIv[ is used. For t his reason, in 
this chapter, the minimax cri terion is used. In Figure 6.2, it can also 
be seen that t he S -CARl achieves a reduction of 2.6 dB and 3.5 dB 
compared wi th t he no PAPR reduction and better than the minimax 
SLlVI scheme by 0.3 dB and 0.5 dB respectively. 
The identical pattern as in Figure 6.2 is shown in the curves presented 
in Figure 6.3. Here, the number of permutations on each M subblocks 
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1 0° .----o .. _~~~,------,-~_::_:_:=___:__::_-_____, 
- No PAPR reduction 
-+-Conc.SLM (Miniaverage) 
- - - Conc.SLM (Minimax) 
RS-CARI (Minimax), P = 4 
\ ---.- RS-CARI (Minimax), P = 16 
~ 
a. -3 10 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Y [dB 1 
Figure 6.3. CCOF of the PAPR, the frame with mimmax PAPR 
for the conventional closed loop QO-STBC technique and RS-CARI 
for different values of permutations P, N = 256 with QPSK and an 
oversampling factor of four. 
is reduced using random permutation. In Figure 6.3, the unmodified 
OFONl signal has a PAPR which is approximately 11.3 dB at CC OF = 
0.001. Figure 6.3 also shows that the concurrent miniaverage criterion 
is always outperformed by the minimax criterion. However, the mini-
max criterion applied on SLNI scheme performs worse than RS-CARI 
scheme due to not utilizing the additional degrees of freedom provid d 
by employing multiple tran mit antennas. From this performance com-
parison, it can be concluded that the absolute value of I is increased 
to the right showing less reduction at t he expense of lower complexity. 
Figure 6.4 illustrates the PAPR red uction performance of the proposed 
scheme in Section 6.3 for NI = 4 and NI = 16 subblocks with four 
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sets of scrambled data. The performance of the SS-CARl and SLM 
discussed in Figure 6.2 arc a lso shown for comparison. As een from 
Figure 6.4 , at CCDF = 0.001 , with t he help of the new scheme, the 
PAPR reduction of t he transmi ted symbols achieved approximately 
3.3 dB compared with t he no PAPR reduction and better than SS-
CARl by 0.7 dB when M = 4. Similarly, at M = 16 and the same 
probability, the new proposed scheme outperforms the SS-CARl by 0.5 
dB. Moreover, t he new proposed scheme has larger slope and provided 
better improvement of approximately 0.3 dB than the minmax SLi\ 1 
when !vI = 16. 
10° ...... ~~~II--::7:"-;::::-;:::;::;-:-:::==- --' 
- No PAPR reduction 
- + - Conc.SLM (minimax), M = 4 
- - - Conc.SLM (minimax), M = 16 
SS-CARI (minimax) 
___ Proposed scheme (minimax) 
\ M =4 
\ 
~ 
\ 
+ 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Y [dB] 
Figure 6.4 . CCDF of the PAPR, the frame with minimax PAPR for 
t he conventiona l clos d loop QO-STBC technique, t he proposed scheme 
and SS-CARI for different values of subblocks M, N = 256 with QPSI< 
and an oversampling factor of four. 
Also, t he identical pattern as in Figure 6.4 is shown in the curves pre--
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sented in Figme 6.5 using four ets of cram bled data along with four 
sets of random permutation sequence described in Section 6.3. From 
t hi figme, it can be seen t hat the absolute value of I is increased to the 
right showing less reduct ion at the expense of lower complexity. Never-
thelcss, the performance of t he scrambling and CA RI scheme still shows 
better improvement compared with the ot her schemes, i.e. concurrent 
SLM and RS-CARI. Taking the example of P = 16 and CCOF = 0.001 , 
the propo ed cheme improves the PAPR performance by 3.4 dB com-
pared with the no PAPR reduction and RS-CARI and concurrent SL1',,1 
by 0.5 dB and 0.9 dB re pect ively. 
1 0° r---.... ~~,--,--:-;-:-;::;-:~--:-:;---:-::-:-:-----, 
- No PAPR reduction 
- + - Conc. SLM (minimax) 
- .- RS-CARI (minimax) 
- - - Conc. SLM (minimax). P =16 
--e-- Proposed scheme (minimax) 
+ , 
10-4 L-_--'-_-:': __ ..,..--L....u..._-'-":-_-"--_--":-----' 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
y [dB] 
Figure 6.5 . CCOF of the PAPR, the frame with lllil1lmaX PAPR 
for the convent ional closed loop QO-STBC technique, t he proposed 
scheme and RS-CARI for different values of permutations P, N = 256 
wi th QPSK and an oversampling factor of four. 
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6.5 Summary 
In Section 6.2, the application of the CARl scheme with closed loop 
QO-STBCs has been investigated. In particular , the complexity of the 
CA Rl scheme was reduced by only considering four permutations per 
subblock in the context of four antennas. This consideration was also 
applied to the suboptimal scheme and provided a lower amount of SI 
while maintaining a similar level of complexity to that shown in the 
li terature [261. 
In Section 6.3, a novel algori thm called scrambling and CARl scheme 
was pre nted. It has achieved fur ther reduction in PAPR performance 
than the SS and RS-CARI schemes. However, th is reduction is not 
free. The most significant costs are the D addit ional IFFT operations, 
and the DV-length interleaver operation. Moreover, the work in this 
chapter ha shown that mea uring the PAPR across multiple antennas 
wi th the minimax criterion gives better readings for PAPR reduct ion 
than miniaverage criterion used in Chapters 4 and 5. 
~ow, since the PAPR reduction for point-to-point closed-loop QO-
STBC MIMO-OFDlVI has been extensively investigated in Chapter 
4, 5 and 6, the next chapter will look at the PAPR mitigation in the 
context of co-operative networks and wi 11 uggest a practical method 
in order to tackle t his problem. 
Chapter 7 
A STUDY OF SLM PAPR 
MITIGATION IN A 
BROADBAND MULTI-HOP 
NETWORK 
In this chapter, a selective mapping (SLlVl) algori t hm is proposed to 
reduce the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of OFDM transmission 
over cooperative networksl . In particul81·, the scheme is applied at 
t he source node and, t hrough the intermediate relay stages, the ide 
information (SI) is transmitted. Otherwise, applying the scheme at 
both the source and relays would add more complexity. Simulation 
results show a comparison between the two methods and verify that 
t he degradation in the end-to-end bit error rate (BER) is relatively 
small but proportional to the number of relay tages. 
IThis work has been submitted to the EUSIPCO'09 conference [50]. 
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7.1 Overview 
One of the well-known reasons for quasi-orthogonal space time block 
coding (QO-STBC) is to exploit diversity gain and thereby increase the 
robustness of the link in a multi-path fading environment. The diver-
sity gain relies upon the antennas providing uncorrelated links [51]. In 
point-to-point multi-input multi-output (MIMO), the difficulty is that 
the antennas are likely to be relatively close to each other due to the 
mobile station space limitation. To tackle this problem, researchers 
have suggested a new form of diversity using what is called a virtual 
antenna array (VAA) or cooperative MIMO [6]. Such a scenario enables 
single antenna mobiles in a multi-user environment to share their anten-
nas and generate a virtual MIMO channel that allows them to achieve 
transmit diversity. The mobile wireless channel also suffers from path 
loss [6] which is proportional to the link length between the two nodes. 
The principle of a VAA is to have an array of spatially distinct single 
antenna elements connected with shorter links to combat the deleteri-
ous effect of path loss. Moreover, forming a VAA group is very likely to 
guarantee that the channels are uncorrelated. Lastly, if the relay nodes 
themselves can work with a single antenna, that is much cheaper than 
having one node with four antennas and all the associated electronics. 
MIMO combined with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) 
systems are regarded as one of the most important candidates for next 
generation wireless systems. This is due to the fact that OFDM offers 
high spectral efficiency, robustness to multi-path fading and its ability 
to efficiently handle frequency selective fading channels without resort-
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ing to complex channel equalization schemes. A major limitation of 
MIMO-OFDM systems is that the transmitted signal amplitude varies 
widely and causes a very high PAPR when the input sequence is highly 
correlated. As mentioned in Chapter 2, a high PAPR requires that the 
power amplifier and the digital-to-analog (Dj A) converter have a large 
dynamic range to avoid amplitude clipping, thus leading to the high 
power consumption and component cost of the system. Otherwise, the 
amplitude clipping would introduce a substantial amount of distortion. 
Considering the seriousness of high PAPR, several techniques have been 
proposed [2], [32] and [27] such as clipping, SLM and partial transmit 
sequence (see Chapter 3) to alleviate the power efficiency problem. SLM 
is the most attractive of these techniques as it can reduce the PAPR 
with no distortion and relatively small complexity. Note that apply-
ing SLM separately on each node of a cooperative network adds more 
complexity and makes this scheme impractical. In this chapter, it is 
therefore shown that SLM can be included in a decode-and-forward 
(DAF) cooperative network for PAPR reduction with relatively low 
complexity. It is proposed to implement the SLM scheme at the source 
node and forward the SI through the relay stages. Otherwise, applying 
the scheme at both the source and the relay stages increases the com-
plexity and makes it unsuitable for practical application. Simulation 
results show the comparison between the two schemes and confirms 
that the degradation in end-to-end bit error rate is relatively small but 
proportional to the number of relay stages. 
The layout of this chapter is as follows. Section 7.2 describes the pro-
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posed relaying system model for SLM implementation in a cooperative 
network. In Section 7.3, simulation results are given. Finally, Section 
7.4 is the chapter summary. 
7.2 Proposed Relaying System Model 
A VAA network using a DAF approach, which consists of one source, 
one destination and four relay nodes within both stages each equipped 
with one antenna, is considered as in Figure 7.1. These virtual antennas 
are assumed to have perfect collaboration, synchronization and also 
perfect channel state information (CSI) at each stage of the network. 
CSI is easier to obtain with time-division duplex (TDD) transmission 
as the channels in the uplink and downlink are essentially symmetric 
[6]. The cooperative transmission procedure of the proposed scheme 
operates as follows: the transmission of information data from source to 
destination goes through two stages where the relay terminals are set to 
work in the DAF mode. Basically, the SLM scheme explained in Section 
3.1.4 is applied to the original data, where the OFDM symbol, C, is 
mapped to a number of M independent candidate symbols representing 
the same information. Then, the candidates [Ci(O), .... , ci(N - 1)] are 
generated by multiplying carrier-wise the original OFDM frame with 
M phase vectors b(m) = [b~m), ... ,b~l], b~m) E {±l,±j}. Next, the 
combination with the lowest PAPR along with the SI is transmitted to 
the relay nodes R;, i=1, ... ,4. The PAPR at the source node is defined 
as: 
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max Is;[n]i2 
PAPR= O<n<NL-l 
E{l si[n]12} 
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(7.2.1) 
where si[n], and in the source node i = 1, max[·], E{-} and I . I repre-
sent respectively the discrete-time samples of the ith transmit antenna 
of the OFDM signal, the maximum element, the expected value and 
the absolute value of the input symbols. 
Note that the discrete-time samples of the OFDM signal are expressed 
as: 
N-J 
s·[n] = _1_" c·(k)eJ2nnk/LN 0 < n < LN - 1 
''NL.J' , - - (7.2.2) 
V 1V k~O 
where j = yCI, L is the oversampling factor and e;(k) is the kth sub-
carrier of the ith transmit antenna (i = 1 at the source node and i = 
1, ... ,4 at the relay stage). 
Intennediate 
Stage 1 
Intennediate 
Stage 2 
D Destination 
-----/~ 
Figure 7.1. Three-link DAF cooperative network which consists of 
one source, one destination and four relay nodes within both stages, at 
the k - th carrier. 
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It is assumed that the channel satisfied quasi-static fading assumption, 
in which the fading coefficients are constant within one transmission 
block, but change independently from one block to another. It is also 
assumed that the fading channels between the source and each relay, be-
tween the intermediate stages and between the last intermediate stage 
and the destination are independent. Moreover, it is assumed that the 
transmission channels through all relays are uncorrelated. Denoting the 
channel transfer function of the subcarrier k from the source, S, to the 
mth relay as H;:'R(k), from the mth relay to the pth relay as H:':(k), from 
the pth to the destination as H:D(k). With the frequency domain rep-
resentation of the multipath channels, H;:'R(k) = Ef=o h;;'R(I)e-j21rlk/N, 
HRR(k) = "L hRR(I)e-j21rlk/N and HRD(k) = "L hRD(I)e-j21rlk/N 
mp L..l=O mp p L..l=O p . 
At the source N symbols at each carrier frequency ci(k), k = 0, ... , N-l 
are transmitted from the source to the first intermediate stage, such 
that the received signal at mth relay: 
(7.2.3) 
where nm(k) is zero mean complex Gaussian random variable with the 
variance of !7Jv. 
At the relays maximum likelihood decoding is applied and a new vector, 
Ym = [Yl[O], ... , Yl[N -1]], is formed. This block of data is then encoded 
with a STBC scheme between the first and the second intermediate 
stage. The same scenario is repeated from the second intermediate 
stage to the destination. 
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Clearly, the retransmitted signal again suffers from large PAPR which 
has to be reduced. In this case, implementing SLM again would ef-
fectively reduce the PAPR at the intermediate stage. However, the 
downside of this is that it adds (M -1) extra2 set of computations and 
the power cost associated with the implementation of (M - 1) IFFTs. 
Therefore, the objective of this study is to mitigate the PAPR of the 
signal after the intermediate stage(s) by reducing the computational 
complexity to only one IFFT at each node. This, however, can be 
performed by decoding the SI transmitted from the source and choos-
ing the corresponding phase sequence at stage 1. Next, multiply the 
OFDM symbols at each relay antenna by the decoded phase sequence 
in which the scheme across these ~ntennas shares the same SI. Using 
MIMO-SLM can improve the overall BER performance and increase 
the reliability of SI offered by the MIMO system. In this case, at the 
intermediate stage, the PAPR is calculated based upon the worst case: 
O<n<NL-l 'l 
( 
max IS'[n]1 2 ) 
PAPRM1MO = mF - E{lsi[nW} (7.2.4) 
At stage 2, the same scenario is repeated again. Finally, at the receiver, 
the received signal is mapped to the original data according to the final 
SI received. Similarly, to recover the original data 0 FD M sequence, 
Llog2 MJ bits are needed to provide the SI. 
2 M is number of independent candidate symbols in SLM scheme, see Chapter 
3, Section 3.1.4. 
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7.3 Simulation results 
In this section, a simulation comparison between two structures of VAA 
networks is performed: one compromises of one source node, one des-
tination node and one intermediate relay stage and the other network 
has one source node, one destination node and two sets of intermediate 
relay stages. This simulation is for a complex baseband OFDM system 
employing QPSK with N = 128 subchannels. In both structures, it is 
assumed that there is a perfect collaboration and synchronization be-
tween the network nodes at each stage and the closed loop QO-STBCs 
with decode and forward is used at these intermediate relay stage(s). 
The performance of the PAPR reduction scheme for these multi-hops 
networks was tested by a Monte Carlo simulation with 105 randomly 
generated OFDM block symbols. 
The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of PAPR 
is used to measure the performance which is defined as the probability 
that PAPR of OFDM symbols exceeds a given threshold T 
CCDF = Pr(PAPR >.,,) (7.3.1) 
In Figure 7.2, the CCDF of the PAPR is evaluated before and after 
applying the SLM scheme at both the source node and the relay stages. 
In this figure, it can be seen that in the absence of the SLM scheme, 
both the source node and the relay stage have a PAPR of approximately 
11.3 dB at the probability of 0.001. However, once the SLM is applied 
at either the source or the relay, the PAPR reduces ,dramatically to 
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Fig ure 7.2. CCDF of the PAPR, the fTame with minimum PAPR at 
the somce node and minimax PAPR at the intermediate relay stages 
for M = 4, N = 128 with QPSK and the Nyqui t oversampling factor. 
approximately 8.8 dB at the same probabil ity for both nodes. This 
is because the OFDM signal is very ensit ive to phase shifts in the 
frequency-domain. Notice that the PAPR at the relay stage is measured 
based on the minimum maximum (minimax) criterion. 
The second test was performed when the SLM scheme was only appl ied 
at the source node at a fixed value of SNR and the noise variance was 
the only factor changed. In Figure 7.2, it can a lso be seen that once 
the noi e is raised to a hjgher value, for example SNR = 30, the PAPR 
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performance degraded towards the right recording 9.2 dB for the first 
relays group and 10.2 dB for t he second relays at the probabili ty of 
0.001. Here, as one can sec the degradat ion is worse in the second link 
as it suffers from a larger noise. On the other hand, t his performance 
improves moving to the left when the noise variance decreased to 15 
dB showing a value of 8. dB and 9.2 dB, at the same probability, for 
the fir t and the second relay group respectively. So, as the number of 
intermediate stages is increased, as expected, the degradat ion becomes 
worse. 
0:: 
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F ig ure 7. 3 . BER comparison between tlu'ee and four-stages network 
wi th and without SLM for QPSK, N = 128 and M = 4 (The slight 
fluctuation in BER is due to simulation length). 
This, however, provides a good indication that the PAPR wi thin a 
cooperative network can be reduced by only reducing the signal peak 
at the output of the source with no need for this to be performed at 
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the relay stage. This, however, reduces the computational complexity 
and can offer more practical method to mitigate PAPR in cooperative 
networks. 
The end-to-end bit-error rate (BER) simulation for the aforementioned 
network structures is given in Figure 7.3. In this figure, the BER per-
formance, for each structure, with and without the use of the SLM 
scheme at the intermediate stage( s) is depicted. In the case of using 
one intermediate stage structure, there is no difference in BER perfor-
mance before and after applying SLM. This means that the SI can be 
detected correctly at the destination node, thanks to diversity. 
Clearly once the number of intermediate stages is increased to two, 
its performance becomes worse, compared with the one stage VAA 
structure, at lower SNR. Here, interestingly, when the complexity is 
reduced, i.e SLM scheme is merely applied at the source node, the 
SNR penalty is only 2 dB. From this figure, it can be concluded that 
the BER performance is degraded as the number of intermediate stages 
is increased. This is due to the fact that the noise is proportional to 
the link length which, however, leads to wrong detection of SI at the 
final destination. 
7.4 Summary 
The PAPR reduction in the context of a one and two-stage virtual 
antenna multi-hop network using the SLM scheme has been studied. 
It has been observed that when the noise variance in the link is large 
then the likelihood that the error in the SI at the receive node is going 
\ 
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to increase leading to an incorrect sequence for reducing the PAPR 
and vice versa. Likewise, if there is a mistake on receiving the SI, the 
received signal at the final destination will have a large BER. This is 
due to the fact that the received signal with the wrong phase rotation 
causes a large BER. 
Chapter 8 
CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 Summary of the thesis 
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has become a 
popular technique for high speed data transmission in frequency-selective 
radio channels [52] [53]. It has been adopted in different wireline and 
wireless communication standards such as high-bit-rate digital sub-
scriber lines (HDSL), asymmetric digital subscriber lines (ADSL), very 
high-speed digital subscriber lines (VHDSL), digital audio broadcast-
ing (DAB), and high-definition television (HDTV) [54]. 
In OFDM, intersymbol interference is prevented by adding a guard in-
terval, which allows multi path effects to be mitigated using a simple 
equalizer on a frequency-by-frequency basis. This simplifies the design 
of the receiver and leads to inexpensive hardware implementations. One 
disadvantage of using OFDM is that its time-domain signals suffer from 
large envelope variations. Such variations, quantified by the peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR), can be a problem for certain devices such 
as digital-to-analog converters (Dj A) and power amplifiers (PAs) in the 
123 
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transmitter. In particular, realization of an amplifier with a large lin-
ear range of operation can be expensive. If a high PAPR signal passes 
through an amplifier with a nonlinear response, it may suffer significant 
out-of-band radiation leading to spectral regrowth and in-band distor-
tion causing an increase in the bit-error rate (BER) and performance 
degradation [1]. The drawbacks and problems of high PAPR were ex-
plained in detail in Chapters 1 and 2. 
For high data rate, wireless, wideband applications, multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) transmission combined with OFDM is being 
considered in a large number of current technology applications such 
as WiFijWiMax [9]. However, as with SISO-OFDM, one of the main 
disadvantages of MIMO-OFDM is that the signals transmitted from 
different antennas might exhibit a prohibitively large PAPR. Unfor-
tunately, most of the techniques proposed to mitigate the PAPR are 
limited to specific situations such as only for single-input single-output 
(SISO) systems. Therefore, this thesis evaluated the PAPR techniques 
used in SI80 systems and proposed four methods for PAPR mitigation 
in MIMO systems. 
Chapter 3, provided a survey study of PAPR reduction techniques avail-
able in the literature for SISO-OFDM system. These techniques were 
classified into three areas; probabilistic techniques, clipping and filter-
ing and coding techniques. The basic idea of the probabilistic tech-
niques is to generate a set of statistically independent symbols either 
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in the time or frequency-domains by modifying the data sequence and 
selecting the symbol with lowest PAPR for transmission. To recover 
the original data, the receiver has to know which candidate data block 
was used, which requires sending of side information (SI) along with 
the transmitted signal. Thus it is very important for the receiver to 
receive the SI correctly, since an error in the SI leads to a high risk of 
wrongly interpreting all of the transmitted symbols. By employing a 
MIMO system, the available degrees of freedom produced by additional 
transmit antennas could be utilised and transmit the SI more effectively 
and with no error. 
Clipping and filtering is the simplest method as it combats the high 
peaks directly by distorting the signal prior to the amplifier. As ex-
plained above, however, this causes in-band distortion and out-of-band 
radiation. 
Coding techniques limit the set of possible signals that can be transmit-
ted. Only those signals with a low PAPR are chosen. Analysis revealed 
that if half of the possible code words were permissible then that could 
achieve a reduction in PAPR of 4.58 dB and if a quarter were used the 
reduction could be 6.02 dB. In fact, if the overall word length is eight 
or possibly ten, the method is computationally feasible but by the time 
the word length reaches sixteen or sixty four it is impractical to go 
through this as it would need an exceedingly large look-up storage ta-
ble. However, another way to perform this scheme would possibly be to 
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use different types of coding, either the Golay code or the Reed-Muller 
code. But the price for that is the extra redundancy, and therefore the 
reduction in code rate. For example, if the frame length is very large, 
say N = 256 to guarantee that the PAPR is going to be low, it might be 
necessary to operate at a redundancy rate of half or less. A comparison 
between these classification techniques was given in detail in Chapter 
3, Section 3.4. 
The reason for these classifications was to give researchers and engi-
neers a guide-line into the correct choice of method depending on their 
constraints. Moreover, it allows new methods to be added according 
to the objective of the method, BER degradation and useful data rate 
loss. Here, it should be mentioned that these methods do not cover all 
the techniques studied during the last three decades. This is, however, 
firstly due to the huge quantity of work presented on this subject and 
secondly, that they share the same principles and thus can be grouped 
into three areas. 
From this survey, the probabilistic techniques were chosen to be the 
most effective for comparing with the other two families of PAPR reduc-
tion. This is because probabilistic techniques are distortionless tech-
niques and have little cost in transmission efficiency. This, however, 
encouraged the mitigation of the PAPR in the work in this thesis to be 
based on using the same principle without distorting the original sig-
nal. A focus on quasi-orthogonal space-time block codes (QO-STBCs) 
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as an example for MIMO-OFDM was undertaken since they provide 
high capacity, full code and full diversity when the closed loop feed-
back is applied. 
In Chapter 4, a study of a PAPR reduction scheme for QO-STBCs 
MIMO-OFDM systems based on selective mapping (SLM) was pre-
sented. Instead of applying individual SLM to each antenna, the se-
quence with the minimum average (miniaverage) PAPR over four trans-
mit antennas was selected. Using SLM in a MIMO-OFDM system can 
improved the overall bit-error rate (BER) performance as compared to 
using SLM in a SISO-OFDM system and increased the reliability of 
SI. Simulation revealed that when this scheme is used, the PAPR is 
improved by 24.3 %, at probability of 0.001 and M = 4, compared with 
the no PAPR reduction (M = 1). In terms of BER performance, it was 
observed that, at BER = 0.001 the closed-loop scheme needed SNR 
of approximately 11 dB while this value increased to at least 17 dB 
with the SISO-SLM scheme. Furthermore, the probability of detection 
of SI for both Lt = 2 MIMO-STBC and Lt = 4 QO-STBCs, where 
Lt is the number of transmit antennas, based on the SLM technique 
was provided. This simulation illustrated that when Lt = 2, both the 
numerical and the analytical results give a probability of SI detection 
around 0.95 at SNR = 1 dB and with Lt = 4, this probability is in-
creased by approximately 4 % confirming the utility of the scheme. 
In Chapter 5, a new technique for PAPR reduction in the context of 
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closed-loop QO-STBCs with a realistic amount of feedback was stud-
ied. This technique was based upon rotating two symbols in the OFDM 
frame in place of sending useful information in combination with the 
SLM method, so that the miniaverage PAPR over all four transmit an-
tenna decreased whilst maintaining the diversity gain. Furthermore, in 
this work, the number of feedback bits needed to represent the feedback 
phase angles reduced by exploiting the correlation across frequencies of 
the required rotation angles. Using a set of 64 rotation angles to rotate 
two symbols in the third and fourth antennas, at the probability of 0.001 
and without using SLM, the new scheme achieved only 3.5 % PAPR 
reduction of the threshold, 1, as compared with the no PAPR reduc-
tion. However, by combining the SLM approach, the PAPR achieved 
20.5 % at the same probability. 
In Chapter 6, three techniques based on cross-antenna rotation and in-
version (CARI) were presented for the reduction of PAPR for the closed 
loop QO-STBCs, one called a successive suboptimal cross-antenna ro-
tation and inversion (SS-CARI). The principle of this technique was 
to partition the input OFDM frame into M subblocks of equal size, 
then, subblockwise, four permutations ofrotations and inversions across 
pairs of two antennas were performed. Starting from the first subblock, 
four different OFDM sequence sets were formed where all the other 
subblocks remain unchanged, then the sequence set which yielded the 
minimum maximum (minimax) PAPR was selected and, by doing this 
for all M subblocks successively, the resulting PAPR, at the probabil-
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ity of 0.001, showed a reduction of 23 % and 31 % for M = 4 and 16 
respectively compared with the no PAPR reduction. 
Another suboptimal scheme called random RS-CARI was also proposed 
in this chapter; where the sequences for each of the M subblocks were 
chosen randomly from amongst those used in SS-CARI, for a prescribed 
number of times P, and the symbol with the minimax PAPR perfor-
mance was selected for transmission. In this case, the computational 
complexity was reduced but the PAPR reduction is degraded to 17.7 
% and 25.7 % instead of 23 % and 31 %. Moreover, a comparison 
between the minaverage criterion used in Chapters 4 and 5 and the 
minimax criterion used in this chapter was performed. It was observed 
that the minimax criterion outperforms the minaverage by 0.7 dB with 
the optimal scheme and 0.3 dB with the suboptimal scheme. 
The third algorithm proposed in this chapter was to employ a set of 
scrambling data before the CARl scheme was applied and then the 
transmitted OFDM symbols were selected as being the ones which have 
the minimax PAPRs amongst all the transmission symbols from the 
four antennas. This achieved better reduction than SS and RS-CARI 
scheme. It showed a PAPR reduction of 35 % and 30 % instead of 31 % 
and 25.7 % recorded, respectively, by SS and RS-CARI scheme. This 
scheme takes advantage of the fact that changing the signal phase in the 
frequency domain leads to a good PAPR reduction. The pseudo-code 
for this algorithm was presented in this chapter. 
In Chapter 7, the application of SLM PAPR mitigation in a broad-
band multi-hop network in the case of having one and two intermediate 
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stage( s) was studied. This study discussed two different ways of min-
imizing the PAPR in a decode and forward virtual antenna multi-hop 
network; once by applying the SLM technique only on the source node 
and the other one by applying this technique on both source and relay 
stage(s). Simulation results demonstrated that when the noise variance 
in the link was large then the likelihood was that the error in the SI at 
the receive node would increase, leading to a wrong sequence for reduc-
ing the PAPR and vice versa. It has also been shown that a mistake 
on receiving the SI, leads to a large B ER on the received signal at the 
final destination. 
8.2 Overall conclusions and future work 
From this research, it is clear that when an algorithm for P APR reduc-
tion is designed, the following criteria should be taken into account: 
1. High PAPR reduction capability: The PAPR reduction algorithm 
should have a high PAPR reduction capability, with as little usage of 
side information as possible. 
2. Minimal computational complexity: The PAPR reduction algorithm 
should be computationally efficient. Both time and hardware stipula-
tions for the PAPR reduction should be kept to a minimum. Generally, 
complex techniques display better PAPR reduction. 
3. No redundancy: The loss in data transmitted as a result of side 
information should be avoided or at least be kept to a minimum. Usu-
ally, there exists a trade off between the loss in transmitted data and 
distortion of the signal. 
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4. Minimal performance deterioration: Blind techniques suffer from 
distorted signals, which lead to degradation in BER, without reduc-
ing throughput. On the other hand, non-blind techniques experience 
reduced throughput without distorting the signal. 
5. No spectral regrowth: spectral regrowth is a very significant aspect 
of the PAPR reduction technique since it affects the neighbouring chan-
nels, which then causes interference. Therefore, clipping techniques are 
not desirable, even if they show marked PAPR reduction. 
6. Power control: In the case of wireless communications, the power of 
the transmit signal should be kept constant. 
7. Cost saving with high efficiency: the cost saving in power amplifiers 
and digital-to-analog converters offered by the efficiency of the PAPR 
reduction technique is a critical factor in designing the appropriate 
PAPR reduction method. 
These are the most important criteria demonstrated by this research. 
However, it may not be possible to meet all the requirements of an 
ideal PAPR reduction algorithm for a given situation and a trade-off 
between PAPR reduction and other factors, such as overall cost, error 
performance, complexity, and efficiency, should be sought. 
Two topics that have resulted from this research which may be consid-
ered worthy of further exploration and development: 
(i) Although the PAPR reduction algorithms proposed in Chapter 5 
can be used with low complexity, by using two phase rotations in 
certain frequency bins taken from a set of 64 possibilities, it would 
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be interesting to develop a more sophisticated PAPR reduction 
algorithm which examines the optimal way of finding the values of 
{tJr, tJ2}, so that whatever the data samples and feedback values, 
the PAPR always remains minimum. 
(ii) The PAPR reduction in the context of a decode and forward 
virtual antenna multi-hop network using the SLM scheme has 
been explored in Chapter 7. This has demonstrated that the 
degradation in side information is proportional to the number 
of intermediate stages. It would be interesting to analyze that 
degradation as a function of the number of hops. 
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